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1
Introduction: The Dog Market
On the first floor of the American Kennel Club’s Museum of the Dog, New York, an
oil-on-canvas painting from 1677 hangs in what is likely its original frame; a placard indicates its
title, The Dog Market (fig. 1). It is a large canvas, measuring just over three by four feet, but it is
not the largest picture in the museum, or even in this gallery. To one side hangs a little study by
the same artist, Abraham Hondius, of the central mastiff in The Dog Market (fig. 2). Surrounding
these paintings by Hondius are pictures and objects depicting every conceivable type and breed
of dog, appearing as heroic, comedic and tragic characters, as the companions of human
portrait-sitters, and in portraits devoted to them. A few meters down the gallery wall, dramatic
hunting scenes dominate the display, and beyond them a colossal Lion Hunt by Paul de Vos,
which measures some six by eight and a half feet. Yet there is an elusive quality to Hondius’s
canvas which hints at its complexity. There are no other pictures in the museum, or anywhere,
that exactly match its unusual subject. Moreover, the painting's history has been obscured with
time. The artist’s signature has been scratched out, but it was identified based on auction records
from 1726.1 The Dog Market has also been called The Amsterdam Dog Market2 and The Dogs of
the Palatine.3
The Dog Market has been taken for granted, and neither its subject or historical context
have had their due despite being unusual and complex. This neglect is in part the result of its
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American Kennel Club Museum of the Dog, New York, “The Amsterdam Dog Market,”
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seemingly niche appeal and the relative obscurity of its artist. As is the case for many of the
Dutch migrant artists who came to London in the late seventeenth century, Hondius’s
contribution to the development of the British animal painting tradition is greater than is
currently recognized. His paintings, especially The Dog Market, reveal the complex intellectual,
social, and economic world of his audience during a period of significant transition. By
combining iconographic conventions dating from the Renaissance with a timely concern for
accurate representation, classification, and the world of commerce, The Dog Market truly
embodies the popular conception of animals in the Early Modern era.
Within its split composition, The Dog Market is densely populated with seven human
figures and about fifty dogs of myriad shapes and sizes. The upper and lower halves of the
canvas, separated by the dark platform, divide the setting between an upper “stage” on which the
human figures stand and the lower ground with only dogs. These two sections are linked by the
movement of two dogs on the right and left sides: the small mongrel who descends the stairs,
fleeing a finely-dressed woman at left, and the dark-colored greyhound who ascends toward the
group of men on the right provide the connection between the upper and lower realms. The upper
portion of the canvas is further divided into left and right halves that extend to the architectural
and natural elements of the background. To the left is a palatial building and to the right an
aristocratic walled garden. A distant city tower marks the center.
Though William Secord suggests that “the human element and the classical architecture
are merely a backdrop for the canine drama before them,” the clearly differentiated age, gender,
and status of these figures suggests that they provide important interpretive information,
especially as they create parallels with the activities of the surrounding dogs.4 The upper class
figures, a woman with her entourage at the left and a man with his at the right, dominate the
4
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upper part of the picture. These groups can be broken down into four smaller clusters of figures:
a small boy, the woman, the man, and the dog sellers.
The left part of the Dog Market is bracketed by stately classical architecture. The first
group shows a small boy, his back to the viewer, who looks at (and seems to play with) a puppy
or puppies enclosed in a brass or wicker cage. One of the dog sellers stands near the boy but
turns away from him and towards a woman to whom he offers a puppy. Both the bearded man
and the small boy are presented as peasants. The seller, a bearded man in a simple tunic, proffers
a small spaniel puppy to the beautifully dressed lady. She is shown with more detail than any
other figure in the painting; the artist emphasizes her delicate features and pale skin. She holds a
puppy in one arm while gesturing toward another which jumps up at her leg. Behind her, a young
black slave or servant looks on deferentially.
The upper right section of the Dog Market is dominated by a group of three men who
consider several greyhounds for sale. The best-dressed among them, perhaps the husband of the
aristocratic lady, stands confidently and gestures toward a greyhound with his switch, beckoning
for it to approach. Beside him another man appears to murmur confidentially. Based on his attire
and pose, he seems to be an advisor or associate making recommendations. Farthest right is a
modestly dressed dog-seller. He brings the greyhound forward for his customer’s perusal with a
gesture of his switch.
Among the dogs in the lower half of the painting, several are highlighted with a
heightened level of detail or the use of bright white for their fur. Foremost is the central
white-and-brown mastiff, stepping toward the left. He is not only imposing but also carefully
detailed, and his face turns to look directly at the viewer. The small hound who jumps up to lick
him emphasizes his size. To his immediate right, a triangular grouping of mastiff-like dogs
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recalls the typically triangular arrangement of the holy family. A brown-and-white bitch nurses
several puppies, while a large leonine dog sits behind her, gazing toward one howling puppy on
the right. On the far left side of the canvas, a large mastiff whose appearance is reminiscent of a
St. Bernard lies only partially in the picture plane. The realism of his depiction contrasts with the
caricature-like, almost human expressions of many of the other dogs. To his right a pair of
hounds, one spotted and one a brown-and-white spaniel with a short tail, bound toward the right
while looking at each other. They appear to be playing, one chasing the other.
In the lowest section of the painting, Hondius appears to have been experimenting with or
showing off some of the various poses he could paint with his dog subjects. Most of the dogs are
shown in partial or complete profile. In the left-hand corner, a shaggy-looking, partially sheared
maltese sniffs at the ground; just next to him a dark-colored dog is hunched over with his back to
the viewer, making him difficult to pick out among the shadows. Further right a pair of spaniels
lie beside each other, one resting his head on the other. Both wear slightly forlorn expressions.
Hondius used a similar pose in an earlier painting, A Hunting Party by a Roman Ruin of 1660
(fig. 3).
The dogs on the stage have entered into the human sphere, where cross-species
interactions are taking place. On the far right, the men inspect several male greyhounds. A pair
of them exchange glances as they wait their turn to be viewed. One fine specimen timidly
approaches as the seller gestures with his switch. Behind the pair of prospective customers, a
brown greyhound bitch is seated, her head turned in order to gaze out at the viewer. The lady and
her little dogs are given considerable detail, specifying them as the kind of toy-like puppies
which were generally associated with women and children. While it seems like the stage is the
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designated sale-space, the row of collars of various types and sizes in the bottom right are
presumably also for sale. One appears to be a prong-collar; another is heavily spiked.
The lower foreground section of the painting is full of action, with dozens of dogs
running loose to interact with each other in dramatic vignettes. It is evident from the first that the
action among the dogs mimics human behavior. The pair of hounds romping at left are perhaps a
youthful demonstration of play, or display of athletic ability and competitiveness. The mastiff
and little hound recall the patrician man and his advisor above, the little dog appearing to speak
in his colleague’s ear. The mastiff family in particular connects with feminine themes of
motherhood and childcare, though smaller dogs were traditionally the companions of women.
The bitch is the only dog depicted as a mother. Both mother and father appear to be watching
over their pups, concerned when one howls at them. On the stage, an abbreviated narrative of
courtship is played out as the man selects a suitable male to pair with his female greyhound.
These miniature scenes with canine actors can be read as parallel to the stages in human
life— in particular, that of the virtuous and educated seventeenth-century man. The two hounds
on the left could be interpreted as youth; the mastiff and little hound might represent the mature
man with his servant, or perhaps the tutor and pupil; the greyhounds play out the role of suitors
to an eligible woman; the family of mastiffs displays the success of the male at becoming a
father. A grumpy-looking mastiff at the right may be interpreted as representing old age.
Significantly, only the dog characters make contact with the viewer: in particular, the central
mastiff, the brown greyhound bitch just above him on the platform, the pair of reclining hounds
in the foreground, and the aged, dark-colored mastiff at right.
The variety of characters corresponds to the variety of breeds. William Secord suggests
that as many as sixteen different breeds are represented; Jacob Weyerman put the number as high
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as thirty.5 Compared to the two- to three-hundred breeds that are recognized today, this number
seems insignificant, but in the seventeenth century the concept of ‘breeds’ was not as strictly
defined.6 The differentiation between types of hunting hounds was typically clearer than it was
for shepherd’s dogs or ‘mastiffs,’ a catch-all term for large guard-dogs. In considering matters of
categorization both past and present, there is a change in the way the viewer sees these dogs.
Their roles as characters in an anthropomorphic narrative fall away to their place as specimens.
Such academic classification echoes, albeit distantly, memories of those seventeenth-century
men who, after leaving a canine body on the dissection table (sometimes still breathing, though
always thoroughly mutilated), would walk home alongside their faithful companions and feed
them table scraps. Did Descartes’s beloved little dog, Monsieur Grat, have any inkling of his
master’s activities at Leiden’s dissection rooms?7
Given its anomalies , it is necessary to investigate what exactly the artist intended to say
with this strange picture. Is this a celebration of the dog in all its forms? There are people here,
too— in fact, the very setting implies the significance of the human presence in this narrative. Is
Hondius celebrating the activities of commerce? Surely there is some appeal to people of status:
a few of the humans are clearly well-dressed, and many of the dogs shown here were the purview
of the wealthy and important. The materiality of the picture, a large and detailed oil-on-canvas,

Secord, “Dog Painting,” 39; Edgar Peters Bowron, Carolyn Rose Rebbert, Robert
Rosenblum and William Secord, Best in Show: The Dog in Art from the Renaissance to Today
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2006), 34.
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implies that its possessor must have some means at his disposal to purchase it and a sizable space
to display it.
Though The Dog Market is without clear precedent, the work gains context when the
artist’s choices are considered as part of the longstanding pictorial traditions that informed them.
Who were Hondius’s teachers, his inspirations, his contemporaries, his cultural situation? Close
consideration of these contexts helps to untangle the layers of meaning evident in this single
canvas. Even within the context of the American Kennel Club’s museum, where practically
every step in the tradition of dog painting is represented, Hondius’s picture is marked by its
complexity. There is a comfort in the simplicity and sentimentality of the twentieth-century pet
portraits that adorn the surrounding walls. Turning back to The Dog Market, there is nothing
comfortable for the eye to settle on, and we are forced to move among considerations of
symbolism, narrative, classification, and artistic tradition. The somewhat uneasy transition
between eras seems inherent to this painting, and more than three hundred years later some of
this tension still seeps through to the viewer.
In his 1966 book The Order of Things, philosopher and historian Michel Foucault
advanced his influential theory of the episteme, that is: the idea that each era has a dominant way
of thinking that establishes the types of tacit ideas and truths that determine that period's
intellectual discourse. According to Foucault, “in any given culture and at any given moment,
there is always only one episteme that defines the conditions of possibility of all knowledge,
whether expressed in a theory or silently invested in a practice.”8 Foucault describes a key
transition between the episteme of the Renaissance, which was characterized by resemblances,
and that of the seventeenth century (or Enlightenment era) which was focused on representation,
Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An archaeology of the human sciences, trans.
Tavistock/Routledge (London and New York: Routledge Classics, 1970), 183.
8
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order, and categorization.9 Hondius’s painting straddles these two epistemes and illustrates that
— in the visual arts at least — the paradigm shift between the two eras was not so clean as
Foucault suggests. The Dog Market reflects this slippery transition between the Renaissance
emblematic worldview and the concern with taxonomic classification, a scientific understanding
of nature, and changing ideas about animal intelligence and sensitivity beginning in the late
seventeenth century.
Hondius’ The Dog Market, as this thesis shows, drew on both perspectives— the old and
the new— and so appealed to a variable audience. Moreover, Hondius was aware of new
economic models and intended to market this picture as a demonstration of his skill as a painter
of dogs. Consequently, this painting simultaneously refers to well-established allegorical and
anthropomorphic traditions of animal depiction and symbolism, to contemporary interests in
taxonomy and the categorization of animals by their appearance and function, and to the period’s
preoccupation with status, commodification and mercantilism. By considering these polyvalent
perspectives, I intend to demonstrate the significance of this little-known painting and artist, as
well as show the ways in which its intricate layers of meaning can inform us of the complexity of
animal painting and the understanding of animals that characterized the Early Modern period.
In chapter I, I address the pictorial tradition in which Hondius was situated. Given his
artistic background, Frans Snyders’s influence on his style is a given. Therefore much of my
discussion is centered on earlier developments among the Flemish Baroque painters. Because
animal painting was not yet a mature genre in the Renaissance and early sixteenth century, those
artists who chose to specialize in painting animals had relatively little pictorial precedent and
found it necessary to draw on the traditions of other media, particularly prints. The influence of
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this printmaking tradition, discussed in chapters III and IV, demonstrates the close
correspondence between literary and artistic trends.
The body of the thesis, chapters II through V, provides the major interpretive frameworks
which situate Hondius’s The Dog Market in its time and illustrate the network of meanings
afforded by the subject and crafted by the artist to his own ends. In chapter II, I analyze the
picture’s appeals to an elite viewership through a set of well-established signals denoting wealth
and taste. Chapter III applies an iconographical analysis, in which I describe the allegorical and
anthropomorphic tendencies continued from the Renaissance into the Early Modern period.
Chapter IV investigates contemporary developments in natural history to demonstrate the
classificatory concerns evident in Hondius’s treatment of the dogs. In chapter V, I emphasize the
significance of the marketplace setting and the commercial theme of The Dog Market, drawing
on economic developments during Hondius’s lifetime and the artist’s activities in England to
propose my interpretation of the painting’s intended purpose. In the epilogue, I explain the
significance of the early modern Dutch and Flemish animal painters for the subsequent
development of animal painting in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
As is the case for many of the paintings made in the Dutch Republican period, Hondius’s
The Dog Market is a work intended for close looking and a complex, multi-faceted reading. The
picture seems to straddle or even bypass traditional genres of painting in this era. This situation
warrants an in-depth investigation of the themes and references at play. Though relatively little is
known about the artist’s life, his emigration from Rotterdam to Amsterdam and eventually
London can be considered in light of contemporary political and economic developments in the
Netherlands and their influence on the art market. This little-known work by an obscure painter
can act as a guide for understanding the conception and attitude toward animals in the
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seventeenth century. It illustrates the complicated network of associations present in the mind of
the contemporary viewer; associations which structured their understanding of both animal and
image.

11
Chapter I: The Pictorial Tradition
Animal painting emerged as a genre only in the early seventeenth century. It developed as
a subtheme in the religious and secular works of Italian Renaissance painters like Jacopo
Bassano to become a specialization in the Low Countries, particularly under the influence of the
Flemish artist Frans Snyders (fig. 4).10 The highly competitive art economy in the early modern
Netherlands made such specialization, usually by genre, a necessity among painters who were
chasing the tastes of the rising middle class which formed their primary clientele. Artists also
frequently collaborated with each other to play to their strengths or compensate for gaps in their
own skill; Snyders’s collaborative work with Peter Paul Rubens is well documented. In its
infancy, animal painting was closely associated with still-life, which also began with
small-format paintings and was not recognized as a genre in its own right until the
mid-seventeenth century. Game-pieces, still-lifes featuring dead game (and often live animals
such as dogs and cats), also share the subject matter of animal paintings.
Several painting genres precede animal painting as it is currently characterized. The
Netherlandish and Flemish artists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries who were concerned
with depicting animals had the hunting picture in their repertoire of historic examples. Animals
could also appear in portraits and history paintings, where they were invariably the accessory to a
human subject. They were also secondary features in landscapes. Dead animals appeared in still
lifes, contributing to the popular vanitas theme but also selected for the artist’s ease of
observation: living animals are notoriously difficult to observe in static positions for any length
of time. Drawing from a long tradition of symbolism, animals commonly represented specific
themes or were used to refer to stories when they appeared in imagery. For the Dutch artists
Susan Koslow, Frans Snyders: The Noble Estate: Seventeenth-century Still-life and
Animal Painting in the Southern Netherlands (Antwerp: Mercatorfonds, 2007), 201.
10
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working in the late seventeenth century, caught between the careers of Frans Snyders and
Jean-Baptiste Oudry, a few more genres developed in the past century were at play: genre or
“low-life” scenes of peasant life, often humorous and sentimental, as well as group portraiture
and the “pictures of collections.” References to each of these traditions can be detected in the
unusual Amsterdam Dog Market, a picture whose unprecedented subject has made it difficult to
categorize among the animal paintings of this (and any other) period.11
It was with Frans Snyders and Peter Paul Rubens that animal painting became
monumental. Both artists frequently portrayed hunting scenes, which gained popularity with the
Spanish court in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. They regularly collaborated; Snyders’s
skill for producing lively animal figures was combined with Rubens’s masterful compositions
and figurework. Snyders also produced animal paintings that omit the human element, an
important development in the recognition of the animal as subject and focus (fig. 5). These
scenes are always narrative in some way, whether they depict a hunt, refer to a fable, or fall into
the category of “animal genre.”12 The popularity and wide appeal of these subjects, even among
Snyders’s patrons in the Spanish court, proved them to be a lucrative specialization for future
painters. Dutch artists like Abraham Hondius, whose artistic training would have taken place
during the peak of Snyders’s career, would have taken notice of his success and followed his
style even if they were unable to study under him.
Abraham Hondius, born in Rotterdam in 1631, effectively began his artistic career around
1651; his earliest signed and dated work is Sportsman Outside an Inn of 1651, is already
Based on the commentary of Mr. Alan Fausel, Director at the AKC Museum of the
Dog, New York (interview by author, 31 Oct. 2020). The picture's subject has actually affected
its value. Current collectors of animal/dog paintings are interested in one of two types, portraits
(of individual dogs or breeds) and hunting scenes or hunting-related activity. The odd subject of
this painting means there was little interest in it among collectors.
11
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masterly (fig. 6).13 Though there is little documentation on his training, he is thought to have
been a student of Cornelis Saflteven, who was active in Rotterdam from 1637 until his death in
1681.14 He may also have studied under Pieter de Bloot, another Rotterdam native whose entire
career was spent in the city.15 Both Saftleven and de Bloot were followers of Adriaen Brouwer,
and de Bloot was influenced by the works of the elder David Teniers while Saftleven preferred
the younger Teniers. In any case, it is clear that Hondius’s training was indebted to the Flemish
Baroque tradition. By the beginning of Hondius’s career, the Eighty Years’ War had ended and
the delineations in style between Dutch and Flemish artists was weakening as the Republic
entered its zenith of economic and cultural enterprise.
Adriaen Brouwer, a Flemish painter who briefly worked in Haarlem in the late sixteenth
century, was a pivotal figure in the development of the “low-life” genre scenes which became
especially popular among the Dutch. Both Rembrandt and Peter Paul Rubens collected his
paintings and drawings, which were widely imitated and copied even during his life.16 David
Teniers the Younger, who worked in a wider range of genres, ultimately achieved a greater
artistic output due to his varied and often illustrious patrons. While his contributions to the
development of the genre scene should not be understated, Teniers was also crucial to the
popularization of the “pictures of collections” or “gallery paintings,” especially those which
depicted actual collections; his most significant patron was Archduke Leopold Wilhelm of
Marijke Peyser-Verhaar, “Abraham Hondius: his life and background,” Oud Holland,
Vol. 112, No. 2/3 (1998): 151.
13
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Austria, who commissioned a series of documentary paintings of his own art collection.17 Both
Cornelis Saftleven and Pieter de Bloot made genre scenes with clear influence from Brouwer. De
Bloot is thought to have preferred the work of David Teniers the Elder, who is best known for his
landscapes, while Saftleven’s more varied repertoire reflects his interest in the younger Teniers.18
While Hondius’s training and early career took place in the Netherlands, it is clear that he would
have been introduced to these influential Flemish artists at the outset, and it can be assumed that
he would have been familiar with other Flemish masters early on.
Hondius’s presumed teachers worked in a range of genres, particularly landscapes,
low-life and allegorical scenes. Saftleven primarily produced genre scenes, but he was also
notable for his fantastic allegory pictures, many of which feature anthropomorphized animals
(fig. 7). De Bloot’s interiors bear the influence of Adriaen Brouwer, but it is likely his landscapes
had the greater impact on Hondius as a student. Breaking from his teachers, Hondius made
hunting scenes and animal painting his specialty, though a number of his works are allegorical or
religious; circumstantial evidence suggests that he was likely a member of a clandestine Catholic
church in Rotterdam. His 1663 painting The Adoration of the Shepherds is thought to be an
altarpiece (fig. 8).19 Nevertheless, the majority of Hondius’s repertoire consists of hunting scenes
and related subjects, and it can be said that he was above all a painter of animals. The swirling
activity and intense emotionality of his animal figures bear clear influence from the style of

Frances Gage, “‘Some Stirring or Changing of Place’: Vision, Judgement and Mobility
in Pictures of Galleries,” Intellectual History Review, Vol. 20 No. 1 (2010): 131.
17
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Frans Snyders, the preeminent animalier of Antwerp, whose pupil Jurriaen Jacobsz is thought to
have been in contact with Hondius when he was in Amsterdam in 1659.20
In the Dutch Republic, it was not unusual for an apprentice to follow a tradition other
than their teacher’s. Much of the training an artist received was in learning how to make and
store paints, prepare canvases, and the process of applying the underpainting. Students would
have followed a basic regimen of drawing from models and casts, only progressing to creating
complete paintings toward the end of their several-year apprenticeship.21 Printed copies of
famous and masterly works were widely circulated, allowing a student like the young Hondius to
copy the style of Flemish masters despite never visiting the Spanish Netherlands. It is clear when
comparing Hondius’s works to those of his supposed teachers that he was not interested in the
same subjects. Rather, he was likely responding to some public interest in hunting pictures in the
Flemish style or a growing popularity of the animal figure, as may be inferred from the attempts
of his Rotterdam contemporaries Ludolf de Jongh and Adriaen Beeldemaker to paint canvases
dominated by dogs and the trappings of the hunt (fig. 9).
Depictions of arcadian landscapes, classical settings and architecture were popular among
Dutch connoisseurs; in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, many of those Dutch
and Flemish painters who wished to be trained in the respected Italianate tradition (and who
could afford the trip) made the journey south to study the great Renaissance masters. The work
of the first and second-generation Italianate painters proved to be important for subsequent
Dutch landscapists who never visited Italy. Pieter van Laer, known by the nickname Bamboccio,
is notable for his Various Animals and Various Horses print series of the 1630s, which no doubt
Bertril Rapp, “Abraham Hondius: Een vooraanstaand dieren- en jachtschilder van de
17de eeuw,” Oud Holland, Vol. 64, No. 2 (1949): 65.
20
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influenced landscapists like Aelbert Cuyp and Paulus Potter (both contemporaries of Hondius) to
investigate depictions of animals in their works (fig. 10).22 The stately beauty of classical
architecture, even in ruin, provides further patrician symbolism for hunting scenes. Hondius
employed Italianate settings frequently in his paintings: Sportsman Outside an Inn (1651), A
Hunting Party by a Roman Ruin (1660), and Rest on the Hunt (1665) all provide examples (fig.
11).
Like many of his contemporaries and predecessors, Hondius was a draftsman and
printmaker as well as a painter.23 Artists in the Dutch Republic aimed to satisfy the whims of
their increasingly middle-class customer base, as only a privileged few now enjoyed consistent
patronage from an aristocratic class. Paintings were now very much commodities, but for the
more frugal consumer a collection of prints could be equally satisfying. It is important to
recognize the distinctions between the printmaking and painting traditions within which Hondius
would have been working, and to consider the influence of these traditions on his artistic choices.
Prints historically encompassed a wider range of subjects, from the heavily symbolic roundels of
emblem books to the illustrative, highly specific images of anatomical studies and encyclopedias.
Likewise, the subjects of drawings are distinct; the practice of making studies from life was
widespread since the Renaissance, so drawings tend to be characterized by a specificity of
subject and observed behavior. It is in the drawings and studies of this period that individual,
specific animals are encountered, though occasionally they cross medium to appear in paintings
and prints.
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Susan Koslow indicates the significance of the print tradition for animal painters like
Snyders, who relied on a variety of images as references for their intensely active depictions.
While documentation of Hondius’s creative process is nonexistent, it can be assumed that he
followed a routine similar to Snyders’s; to work up approximate animal pose the artist referred to
animal figures in earlier paintings (in Snyders’s case, usually those of Rubens) as well as to
decorative prints, engravings, books and anatomical illustrations.24 Studies from life, sketched in
chalk, ink or perhaps wash, were also essential for capturing posture and expression (fig. 12). Of
course, for many animals a study from life might be impossible, so the artist might use a dead
animal or rely entirely on picture references. After building up a repertoire of studies and images,
the artist was prone to returning to a successful figure in multiple works. Several canine figures
reappear in Hondius’s canvases, including a languidly reclining hound lifting its head and a
leaping spaniel with its forelegs in the air.
Susan Koslow’s Frans Snyders: Seventeenth-century Still-life and Animal Painting in the
Southern Netherlands provides the authoritative source documenting the tradition of animal
painting pioneered by Snyders and his peers and later adopted outside of Flanders. The chapters
on “Animal Imagery: Context, Theory and Practice,” “Hunting Pictures,” “Fable Pictures,” and
“Animal Genre” are the most relevant to the discussion of the development and context of
animal painting. Of course, Koslow’s concern is with the artists of the Spanish Netherlands, and
her sketch of the patronage and market for Snyders’s work has a limited application to an
analysis of the tradition in Holland. Nonetheless, Abraham Hondius’s clear emulation of the style
and subject of Snyders and his followers makes Koslow’s comprehensive analysis of this
Antwerp painter’s oeuvre foundational for understanding this pictorial tradition.
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Another important Flemish genre is “collection pictures,” discussed by Alexander Marr.
Marr’s analysis indicates the relationship of this type to kunstkammer subjects and defines the
genre’s phases, with the second phase between 1640 and 1660 headed by the Flemish painter
David II Teniers. Significantly, Abraham Hondius’s teachers are known to have been influenced
by Teniers and his father, and so would have provided Hondius with early and frequent exposure
to Flemish painters despite his never having traveled or studied in the region.25 The brief reports
on The Dog Market done for its 2014 sale by Bonhams and after its subsequent acquisition by
the American Kennel Club in 2020, by Charles O’Brien and Alan Fausel respectively, each
suggest the influence of Teniers’s pictures of collections, citing the emphasis on display,
connoisseurship and selling in Hondius’s image. Frans Hals’s group portraits are also mentioned
as another possible influence, considering The Dog Market’s lively characters and composition.
These authors also speculate on potential patronage for the painting; many pictures of collections
were commissioned by the collection owners or personalized after purchase.26
The chronology sketched in Marijke Peyser-Verhaar’s “Abraham Hondius: his life and
background” is central to any discussion of Hondius’s career and artistic development.27
Peyser-Verhaar disputes the conclusions of earlier historians about the details of Hondius’s
emigration to London; she suggests that Hondius may have been Catholic, and discusses his
interactions with the English architect Robert Hooke. Two earlier authors offer additional
insights on the painter’s work: Bertril Rapp analyzes several paintings by Hondius and explains
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the frequent misattributions of his works to his contemporaries, including Adriaen Beeldemaker,
Ludolf de Jonghe, and Aelbert Cuyp. Rapp emphasizes Hondius’s connection to the circle of
Frans Snyders, whose students the artist probably met in Amsterdam. Horst Gerson, who writes
specifically about The Dog Market, provides an important detail about the painting’s history:
according to him, the “year and signature were scratched or painted over” during the period of
time between the painting’s observation in about 1780 and its resurfacing around 1950.28 The
work was incorrectly attributed to Jan Weenix for a time before it was matched to a detailed
description by George Vertue from 1726.29
Just as it is essential to examine different media traditions when contextualizing early
animal painting, it is necessary to involve the various other genres from which artists borrowed
and adapted imagery and pictorial conventions. Prior to (and continuing into) the Early Modern
period, animal painting was not a well-defined genre, and so artists who specialized in this
subject had to draw from other sources as they worked to elevate their pictures beyond the realm
of prize-animal portraits and game pieces. As a market picture, The Dog Market must be
considered in terms of the popularization of commercial themes. As a picture of a large group of
dogs which includes several well-dressed human figures, it meets the criteria of commissioned
hunting pictures by artists such as Snyders and Rubens.
In the case of the dogs and humans that appear in Hondius’s painting, some of the most
recognizable symbolism signals prestige and wealth. As with Rubens and Snyders, the
connection between canine imagery and status would continue to serve the interests of the
subsequent animal painters of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century, who were mostly
28
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French. Alexandre-François Desportes and Jean-Baptiste Oudry produced their masterpieces for
the French court, where the hunt was “of critical importance.”30 Meanwhile in England, and later
in post-revolutionary France, animal painters turned toward “the art of the Low Countries, and to
dogs realistically depicted in the context of everyday life.”31 Hondius attempts to appeal to both
of these tastes, acknowledging the potential of the dog to signal the prestige of his owner while
also placing his figures in an imagined location of the sort that appears only in pictures.
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Chapter II: Concerning Class
Prior to the early modern period, paintings in Europe were mostly the property of the
wealthy whose disposable income allowed both the commissioning of an artwork and provided
an appropriate place for its display, typically the walls of a stately home. The changes in the
economic structure of the Low Countries in the sixteenth century (and shortly thereafter
elsewhere) led to the growth of a middle class, able to afford significant property and influence
the market for luxury items including artwork. Increased interest in acquiring art for display in
the home was answered by increasing numbers of professional artists, many of whom also had a
greater output than their predecessors and who innovated and met demand to compete with their
peers. For the Dutch especially, paintings became smaller in size in order to aid their portability
(many artists relied on or acted as dealers, even pedaling their artworks door-to-door) as well as
to maximize the wall space inside the smaller homes of the middle class. A great variety of
genres and themes circulated based on popular demand, and the signature of the artist gained
new significance as the works of specific artists were collected and coveted. As the Dutch
Republic approached the height of its wealth, members of that middle class aspired toward
aristocratic status, and their aims were reflected in the types of pictures they chose to adorn their
homes.
For the ambitious class of wealthy merchants which had developed in
seventeenth-century Holland, the appeal of the hunt as a subject lay in its associations with
aristocracy. Particularly after the death of Willem II in 1650, when non-aristocratic elites
assumed leadership, many burghers began to favor the pictorial conventions and themes
traditionally patronized by the aristocracy.32 Restrictions on hunting rights were tightly controlled
Mariët Westermann, A Worldly Art: The Dutch Republic 1585-1718 (New York: Harry
N. Abrams, Inc., 1996), 138.
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in the Dutch Republic; only the nobility were granted the freedom to hunt large game such as
boar and deer. The traditional trappings of the hunting party were thus indicators of inherited
status, a quality out of reach even for the increasingly wealthy burghers of the Republic.
Paintings of hunting scenes, as well as still-lifes depicting spoils of the hunt, were popular
methods for signalling status despite stringent laws.33 Hunting pictures were popular and
widespread in western Europe by the 1640s, and in the Spanish Netherlands and Holland the
trend was primarily informed by the works of Peter Paul Rubens and Frans Snyders.34 Hondius
was emerging as an artist just as Snyders’s characteristic compositions, large easel pictures with
primarily or only animal subjects, were achieving widespread acclaim. The demand for this kind
of subject made it profitable for the young Hondius to explore, and by the 1660s he was
producing pictures of animal combats highly reminiscent of Snyders (fig. 13).
Owning or having access to the amount of land required to support wild game was
expensive, but the cost of acquiring and maintaining any number of dogs for the purpose of
hunting was sizable by itself. According to the literature on dogs and hunting from this period,
there were as many as a dozen types of dogs differentiated by their specialty and function on the
hunt, including those best for catching birds, rabbits, and larger prey.35 They required specific
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diets and training, for which it is reasonable to assume that professionals were employed.36
Specialized accessories might be required, as is clear from the selection of collars displayed in
the lower right corner of Hondius’s The Dog Market (fig. 1.1). To own any significant number of
dogs was no doubt a signal of status, but the breed of the dog was also a factor. The highly
specialized greyhound was certainly only kept by a person who hunted regularly; hulking
mastiffs like the central figure in The Dog Market were employed as guards for large properties
to deter poachers and thieves.
Knowledge of the hunt was considered a mark of good breeding and status for both
established and aspiring European aristocrats. An emphasis on the “trained eye” came to be
important for both hunters and admirers of art. The hunter needed experience and wisdom to
guide his dogs, track, and capture his prey, while the learned man was able to track the
symbolism and style in a painting to identify its meaning and provenance. Those who kept dogs
also needed to be able to distinguish between a valuable dog and one not worth the investment,
decide on which male might best breed with a female, and select the puppies in a litter that ought
to be raised or sold.37 The clearly aristocratic man at center stage in The Dog Market uses his
cultivated gaze to select a greyhound to pair with his bitch, carefully inspecting the physical
prowess of a light-colored male.
Perhaps an even more poignant symbol of wealth and frivolity is the little lap dog which
so often accompanies ladies of status. Maltese and small, silky-haired spaniels were typical
choices for many women; it was important that the dog be small and light so that it could be
A.S. Gent, “A Treatise of the various sorts of Hounds, And their proper use, viz.:
Spannels for Land and Water, the House-Dog, and the Shepherd’s Mastiff.” In The husbandman,
farmer and grasier's compleat instructor (London, 1697; Proquest Full Texts, accessed January
2021, https://www.proquest.com/eebo/docview/2248564593/fulltext PDF/3F3CECAB6F5640A
4PQ/1?accountid=15053), 137-138.
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carried and held in the lap with ease. These “gentle dogs” were also called “comforters,” as their
body heat was used to ease stomach aches and cramps.38 A playful personality was also valued,
and these lucky creatures were frequently spoiled by their owners, who allowed them to “sleep in
the bed, eat food from the table, keep company in the lady’s chambers, sit in their laps and lick
their faces.”39 John Caius considered them dangerous “instruments of folly,” which some women
came to love more than their own children. It seems that the puppies which are presented to the
aristocratic lady in The Dog Market are separated from the great population of large hounds,
spaniels and mastiffs, set apart in a small brass or wicker cage at the left of the stage. The mastiff
puppies are not afforded the same treatment. Clearly the expectations for their behavior are
different; the “comforters” are kept out of the dirt and are expected to behave as untrained
puppies, while the mastiffs are expected to learn the behaviors and obedience of a good guard
dog.
Hondius’s choice of setting is also an appeal to elite tastes. Classically inspired
landscapes and architecture emulating the works of the Italian Renaissance masters were
regularly employed by Dutch and Flemish painters, responding to the tastes of an aristocratic
class that was well versed in the literature and history of the Greeks and Romans. The inclusion
of ruined classical structures in the background of hunting scenes was extremely common, and
Hondius has carried this pictorial device into his unusual marketplace image. Though the picture
is frequently associated with Amsterdam, the imposing facade with corinthian columns at left
and walled garden with a sculpted figure in the classical style at right are clearly fabricated; only
the vaguely-defined cityscape in the distant background suggests contemporaneous Dutch urban
architecture.
38
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The walled garden is also certainly a space for the privileged elite, suggesting the fenced
hunting lands kept by wealthy burghers and aristocrats who wished to engage in sport. The
placement of the figures in relation to these elements is not incidental. Hunting was very much a
masculine activity, and the well-to-do man at center straddles the civilized and wild spaces,
confidently facing toward the garden as he selects his hound. The well-dressed woman at left
turns in the opposite direction, indicating her interest and position in the interior, domestic space
of the architecture. Her young black servant, yet another indication of considerable wealth, is
framed alongside her by the distant tower.40 The dogs on the stage to the left of this landmark are
diminutive, alluding to their function as pets. It is not clear whether the child kneeling at the far
left to peer into the cage of puppies is associated with the elite couple or the dog-sellers, but its
position among the architecture and symbols of domestic life can be interpreted as an allusion to
the appropriate place for children as well.
If the little dogs at the left of the stage function strictly as pets and lapdogs and those at
the right are the kind of specialized hunting dogs kept and bred by men of money, how should
the great mass of excited dogs on the market’s floor be understood? These are clearly not
mongrels, but their types are varying and, as is typical when a space is filled with unsupervised
dogs, there is no apparent organizational scheme beyond the vignettes that occur when
individuals interact. Like the painters of genre-scenes, Hondius is “reserving his clues for
The Dutch had been prolific participants in the African slave trade for about a century.
In the continental Netherlands, however, slavery was not practiced on the scale that it was in the
colonies. Those few wealthy individuals who brought black slaves back with them were typically
involved in colonial commerce in some way. Domestically, the Dutch maintained a complicated
and uncomfortable relationship with the concept of slavery, and in some cities and provinces the
sale and trade of human beings was illegal. The population of people of color in the Low
Countries prior to the twentieth century was very small, but their presence was recorded by such
influential artists as Peter Paul Rubens and Rembrandt van Rijn. For a comprehensive analysis of
racial imagery in Dutch history, literature, and art, see Allison Blakely, Blacks in the Dutch
World: The Evolution of Racial Imagery in a Modern Society (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1993).
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educated viewers,” creating an image with a myriad of meanings that can be understood in
different contexts.41 The animals become symbolic characters, generating entertainment for the
viewer in their approximations for human behavior or allusions to popular motifs and fables.
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Chapter III: Humanist Emblems and the Non-Human
Interpreting the The Dog Market requires knowledge of the system of visual meaning
within which the artist worked. An image depicting a group of animals of varied types within the
same species indicates an interest in categorization, and the activity of the human figures
introduce themes of commodification and prestige. The Dog Market must also be investigated for
easily recognizable cultural references of the time. The popular emblem books, which combined
a symbolic image, motto, and short explanatory essay were widely accessible to the literate
public. Emblems provide one useful source for understanding the associations which early
modern viewers might bring to the picture.
The humanist tradition that was so strong in the Early Modern Netherlands promoted the
study of natural history. In this tradition, though, scholars of natural history largely relied on
classical authors and on a dense repertoire of symbols and anecdotal information accumulated
from the middle ages onward. With the invention of the emblem by Italian author Andrea Alciato
in 1531, the “emblematic world view” as described by Ashworth was solidified. 42 The
information recorded by encyclopedic authors such as Conrad Gesner, Joachim Camerarius, and
Ulisse Aldrovandi demonstrated the contemporary goal of illustrating “the intricate web of
relationships that interconnect humans and animals.”43
Historically the acknowledgement of similarities between animal and human behavior
and the attribution of human characteristics to animals (and vice versa) is a phenomenon that has
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been deeply ingrained in the human thought process. Though the concept of the
anthropomorphized animal may not have been present in early modern Dutch religious belief, as
it was for many ancient societies, animals still occupied an important position in education and
the development of moral practice, particularly through the transmission of fables. Throughout
the Renaissance and into the seventeenth century fable books were used as primary texts for
early education; the Dutch Republic authorized publication of the Aesopic fables in a textbook in
1628.44 The near-universal exposure to these stories made fable subjects uniquely accessible and
quite popular in the arts. Marcus Gheerearts’s fable illustrations in De warachtighe fabulen der
dieren, published by Pieter de Clerck in 1567, were frequently referenced by subsequent painters
and printmakers, including Frans Snyders.45 Fable pictures are present in Hondius’s own body of
work: The Monkey and the Cat of around 1670 and Lion and Snake Fighting, a print from his
1672 series, reference stories from Aesop (fig. 14).
Along with classical sources, the moralizing fable tradition formed much of the
foundation for emblematic literature; indeed, De warachtighe fabulen der dieren is by all
accounts an emblem book, combining image with motto and story in the classic format (fig. 15).
The combination of adage and epigram built on by Alciati was previously popularized by the
influential Dutch humanist Desiderius Erasmus with his Adages, published in 1500. The
addition of the image in the 1530s gave this literature a stimulating new dimension, and was
quickly adopted in fable literature and later codified in such books as Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia
of 1593. The frequent, almost ubiquitous use of animal symbols and characters in fables,
adages, and emblems meant that for the natural historians of the late Renaissance, it was as
important to record the iconographic, moralizing literature and images of animals as it was to
44
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note their physical appearances and behavior.46 As Nathaniel Wolloch points out, the recognition
or attribution of human qualities, such as emotion and intelligence (to a limited degree), to
animals is the reason for their strength and adaptability as symbols, since “if painters and their
audiences would have viewed animals as categorically different from human beings, it seems
difficult to assume that they would have regarded animal motifs as effective symbols for human
issues.”47
Perhaps one of the best-known and most ancient of symbolic meanings assigned to the
dog is that of fidelity, whether to a master, marriage, or country. As is the case for many animal
symbols, the dog can also be portrayed as duplicitous or traitorous, a dichotomy which appears
in several of Aesop’s fables. They might also be used to signal promiscuity, as in Frans Mieris
the Elder’s Brothel Scene of c. 1658-59 (fig. 16). However the animals in The Dog Market are
relatively well behaved, if somewhat boisterous; there is no apparent sexual behavior, none of
the dogs are relieving themselves as is so often seen in other paintings from this period, and
none of them snarl or bite each other despite the close quarters.48 It is therefore reasonable to
consider them as models of both admirable canine physique and behavior according to
prevailing contemporary opinion. This prompts a search for iconographic information among
the dog’s more positive attributes. Given the clear delineation made between the male and
female human realms in the upper half of the canvas, parallels of marital and familial fidelity
among the canine actors can be assumed.
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Almost all of the dogs on the market floor are male; only two can be conclusively
identified by their appearances female . Most immediately recognizable is the mother dog in the
right foreground who is in the process of nursing several puppies (fig. 1.2). The second is a
brown greyhound who is seated behind her master on the stage, wearing a somewhat morose
expression while he inspects several male greyhounds with which he might pair her (fig. 1.3).
Thus, both females are explicitly involved in the activities of the early modern European
woman: raising children and the negotiation of courtship and marriage. Notably they are also
providing examples of virtuous feminine behavior. An affectionate model of parenting was the
ideal in the Dutch Republic, so breastfeeding mothers were a common and sentimental feature
in domestic interiors such as those of Pieter de Hooch (fig. 17). Meanwhile the process of
selecting a husband was among the defining features of a young woman’s life, and particularly
among the aristocratic class, marriages were regularly made for the purposes of solidifying ties
between families for financial or political reasons. The greyhound bitch obediently waits for her
owner to select a suitable mate for her, and does not flirt with any of the candidates.
A 1647 painting by Bartholomeus van Der Helst, The Presentation of the New Bride,
provides a useful example of the multivalent symbolism of the dog in the marriage context (fig.
18). Two types of dogs are present in this scene, each serving a different purpose: the pair of
large hunting hounds at right, unconcerned with the approaching couple and their tiny
long-haired spaniel, which approaches the family tentatively. Although both types are certainly
the dogs of upper-class owners, the little spaniel is more intimately associated with marriage
and specifically with the new bride, as lap dogs are more readily recognized as symbols of
affection and as the companions of women. The two hounds by contrast indicate the established
fidelity and comfort of the groom’s parents and their family life, into which the new bride hopes
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to enter. The way they ignore the approaching spaniel may be an omen for the bride’s coming
ordeal; the groom’s mother appears displeased with her new daughter-in-law. Though small, the
spaniel “is placed and lit in such a way that it links the two worlds” of the new and established
couples, thus playing a pivotal role in both the composition and narrative.49
With the dog’s familial symbolism comes an association with children which is
frequently expressed in pictures and portraits of children from the Dutch Republic.50 A dog
might serve as a child’s playmate or, in the case of well-bred spaniels or greyhounds, a signifier
of the child’s status. Most often they alluded to the necessity of education and training stressed
by such influential scholars as Desiderius Erasmus. As Monique Wozny explains, this
association was firmly based in the humanist tradition: the parable of King Lycurgus, which
originates in Plutarch, demonstrates the importance of curbing natural desires through
correction and instruction.51 Though born in the same litter, Lycurgus’s two dogs were brought
up differently, and when the Spartan king presents them before an audience of his subjects, the
well-trained dog chases after a rabbit like a proper hunting hound while the other opts to glut
itself on an available bowl of food (fig. 19).
The link between woman, child, and dog is further solidified by the appearance of a little
canine in the opening illustration of Jacob Cats’s popular 1625 treatise on Marriage(fig. 20).
Here, the elaborately collared dog who sits up on its haunches in the classic begging pose
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occupies the foreground space in front of the maiden alongside several open books. He is
clearly an element of the virtuous symbolism surrounding the two women featured in the
Maiden’s Arms. While begging behavior is typically considered a mark of poor training today,
in the seventeenth century this pose was a popular shorthand for signaling themes of education
and proper training, particularly when the dog was paired with a child. In the case of the
Maiden’s Arms, the little dog fulfills several rolls as a symbol of fidelity, proof of his mistress’s
learnedness and training (in conjunction with the open volumes and the piece of weaving that
hangs from the woman’s arm), and a suggestion of her role as an educator for her future
children. Though he is not a hunting hound, the little dog is clearly a well-kept pet, and similar
in size, type and markings to the one leaping on the aristocratic woman in Hondius’s painting
(fig. 1.4).
Meanwhile, most of the other dogs in Hondius’s picture appear to be male, or at least are
not depicted with visible sex characteristics. The sex of an individual dog generally did not
restrict its roles in the practical sense, as both males and females could be trained as hunting
hounds or kept as lapdogs; the primary difference lay in the possibility of reproduction, for
which an owner might choose to keep a female dog specifically to breed. De-sexing would not
be widely practiced for at least another three hundred years, and though castration was
performed on certain types of livestock, it was generally considered a cruel procedure for a
dog.52 This perception was undoubtedly informed by the lack of veterinary care or anesthetic
Professionally-performed de-sexing (sterilization) for dogs was not made widely
accessible (in the U.S.) until the 1970s. Data on rates of canine sterilization prior to the 20th
century is virtually nonexistent, however because dogs are easily trained and capable of working
in groups even when not sterilized (unlike bulls and other draught animals), there was likely not
sufficient reason for their sterilization on any significant scale. Note that due to a historic lack of
understanding about the female reproductive system in mammals (particularly prior to the 17th
century), sterilization was only performed on the male animal. For details on the history of
animal de-sexing, see Gary Taylor, “Contest of Signs: Branded and Domesticated Male
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available at the time, but may also have been connected to an association between dogs and
passion— even promiscuity— which tied them closely to signals of human virility. Beyond
their connection to the masculine sport of hunting, dogs of considerable size and prowess are
frequently utilized in masculine symbolism, especially to enhance the visage of their human
companions.
Unlike most other animals, individual dogs can have specific iconographic functions
beyond the general symbolism of their species. The sheer variety of dogs depicted in The Dog
Market encourages viewers to observe and identify individual dogs according to what would
today be considered “breed.” However in the seventeenth century, “breed” was not yet a
solidified concept, and dogs were categorized by their practical function. They were hunters,
guardians, shepherds, draught animals, or simply pets, and among these important jobs there
was further specialization; dogs were recognized by the types of prey they caught, by whether
they were trained to guard a house, a tract of land, or a specific person.53 Like humans, the dog’s
identity was centered on its occupation. The sheer variety of these roles lent itself to a
recognition of the dog as an occupant of a space between the human and animal worlds,
creatures whose intelligence, usefulness and obedience elevated them to a civilized position in
relation to other animals. Perhaps for this reason dogs appear to be especially appropriate
subjects for human projection, whether for emotional or moral purposes.
Paulus Potter, only about six years older than Hondius, was an especially sensitive painter
of animals. His career was unfortunately cut short by tuberculosis in 1654, just a few years after
Hondius’s began. Potter’s approach to the animal subject is characteristically Dutch, with close
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observation, realism of expression, and a stillness not present in Flemish and Flemish-influenced
works. However he was not averse to the anthropomorphization of animals in allegorical scenes,
as is clear from his complex, multi-paneled composition for Punishment of a Hunter of c. 1647
(fig. 21). Twelve framing panels depict hunters and their hounds on their exploits of chasing,
capturing and killing a variety of animals; the upper right corner shows Diana and her attendants
while the story of St. Hubert appears at the upper left. In the two center panels, the hunter and his
dogs have been captured by the animals, who make him stand trial and receive judgement from
the lion, king of the forest. They then roast the hunter on a spit in a crude reversal of roles, and
for treachery toward animal-kind the dogs are hanged. The entire picture is a humorous
commentary on retribution for sins and overindulgence, a common moral theme in Potter’s
time.54
The Punishment of a Hunter makes use of a number of animal stereotypes perpetuated
from the classical and medieval periods which are fundamentally anthropomorphizing and in
most cases moralizing. The hunter manages to trick and capture a few of the animals by
capitalizing on these stereotypes: the leopard, a symbol of vanity due to its beautiful pelt, is lured
into a wooden cage by its own reflection in a mirror, while several monkeys attempt to imitate
humans by putting on boots which are booby-trapped with glue. At the scene of the trial, the lion,
traditional symbol of authority and royalty, presides over the other animals and passes judgement
on the hunter. Meanwhile, Potter seems to have included relatively accurate imagery for some of
The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, “Punishment of a Hunter,” Accessed
December 2020,
https://hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/digital-collection/!ut/p/z0/Zc69boMwFAXg
V6EDW1zfC7Yho-VKVSNRKoaKeokcYqgLtQm4P49fMlaZjo50dPRRTVuqvfl2g
4kueDNt_U2LYy2lwFzBoVb8AWTdvPBGPT8CMnqg-t-ACwkSmpyJ1wrYE7s-ZEulqo
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the hunting scenes: muscular mastiffs are used to take down large game like the bear, boar and
bull, while wiry greyhounds are preferred for the rabbits and ermine. The combination of
allegorical anthropomorphization and realistic hunting imagery makes for a painting which
would have engaged and delighted seventeenth-century viewers. Upon close inspection of the
scene, they would have been called on to draw upon their knowledge of folklore, hunting
procedures, and current moral concerns. Additionally, Potter’s treatment of the dogs indicates
their intermediate position between the animal and the human realms, which in this case sets
them at a disadvantage. They are not human, yet their alliance with humans means the animal
world rejects them.
A discussion of anthropomorphization in seventeenth century Dutch painting would not
be complete without addressing Cornelis Saftleven, who spent most of his life in Rotterdam and
who is thought to have been one of Hondius’s teachers. Saftleven was a sensitive and
accomplished illustrator of animals, as is clear from his drawings. In his painted works animals
are typically involved in satirical or allegorical situations, and notably they almost always have a
negative connotation. One of his early paintings, titled Who Sues for a Cow (1629), “ridicules
farmers who allow themselves to be so easily lured into taking legal action by money-grubbing
lawyers” by depicting them as various anthropomorphized animals (fig. 7).55 Because he has also
included human figures in the background, Saftleven is able to indicate the moralizing figures
simply through differentiation.
Other Saftleven paintings such as A Concert of Cats, Owls, a Magpie and a Monkey in a
Barn require closer iconographical analysis to recognize their messages (fig. 22). For example, in
contrast to their modern association with wisdom, the owls in A Concert of Cats refer to their
Google Arts and Culture; Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam, “Who Sues
for a Cow? Cornelis Saftleven, 1629,” Accessed December 2020,
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/who-sues-for-a-cow/2gGO7eNeEu56hQ?hl=en.
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“ignorance and intemperance,” as is revealed by a contemporary Dutch idiom, “zoo zot als een
uyl.”56 Owls cannot see well in daylight and can appear half-asleep or drunk with their eyes
partially closed. Cats, monkeys and magpies like those involved in this scene were considered
“sensual and untrustworthy,” as is further emphasized by the various bottles and gambling
paraphernalia on the barn floor and the cats’ elaborate accessories.57 Saftleven amplifies the
negative symbolism of his animals by introducing them to his scenes of hell. His demons
typically take on animal visages, especially those in his several versions of The Temptation of
Saint Anthony and his 1650 painting The Witches’ Sabbath (fig. 23).
If cats are indulgent, sinful creatures, then surely dogs, so often considered the cat’s
mortal enemy, would be among the noble. As in life the virtue of the dog frequently depends on
that of its owner. In an extension of the education metaphor, the dog not only projects an
intentional message forged by his master, but also reflects and imitates his master’s character, for
better or worse. Images such as Gerrit Dou’s The Herring Seller of c. 1670-1675 provide an
explicit example; the elderly dog who occupies center stage closely resembles his mistress in
both appearance and attitude (fig. 24). Dou made several variations of this small, illusionistic
genre scene, and in this version he engages the viewer through the snarling dog, who is
illuminated by the strong left light. Like his aged mistress, the spaniel fiercely guards the basket
of herring, the sale of which will earn both woman and dog their dinners. Directly above the
dog’s head the hands of the woman and a young boy are visible as they exchange money for the
herring. The “distrust and miserliness” of the herring seller, and by extension her dog, are
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immediately obvious, and presented in the lighthearted and humorous manner typical of Dutch
genre paintings.58
While Hondius’s dogs can function as anthropomorphic when viewed in small groups of
figures, the artist has not created one all-encompassing narrative for his canine figures in the way
Saftleven or Potter have for their allegorical subjects. Rather, Hondius uses allegory for his own
purposes, creating characters from his dogs which can be recognized and reused in later
compositions to fit his patrons’ interests. This type of nearly-individualized character allegory
could be considered a precursor to the increased interest in specific animal personalities
expressed in eighteenth and nineteenth century animal paintings and portraiture. At the least, it
follows the example of the “animal genre” pictures created by Snyders which depicted animal
behavior in everyday situations, often for comedic effect but also parodying human behaviors.
The use of anthropomorphized animal figures in symbolic or allegorical contexts,
whether as accessories to evidence a person’s character or as members of fantastical scenes with
moralizing messages, was a widespread practice among the Netherlandish painters. The
plasticity of the animal symbol, and in particular the dog, made them useful elements in the
painter’s iconographic vocabulary which could be applied in emblematic images, genre scenes,
allegory paintings, and even portraiture. It should not be forgotten, however, that dogs (as well as
other domestic animals) are such frequent members of painted scenes because of their
pervasiveness. They were readily available models for the Dutch artists, who recognized the
necessity of drawing from life and strove for realism. The hunger for knowledge of animal
anatomy was not exclusive to artists.
If Hondius’s painting career, which began around mid-century, looked back to the
emblematic tradition, it also looked forward. Significantly, it was situated squarely in a period of
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considerable development for the disciplines of natural science and natural history. The
seventeenth-century Dutch Republic maintained a flourishing scientific community which
dedicated itself to achieving an understanding of both the macrocosm of the universe and the
microcosm of the body. The animal body was not exempt from their explorations. Consequently,
in this period animals were being considered for reasons beyond their symbolic significance and
usefulness as moralizing examples; they were now evaluated as subjects of experimentation and
dissection, as entries in a newly scientific classification system.
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Chapter IV: Concerning Classification
In a climate of evolving and layered understanding and use of animals, dogs held a
unique position as man’s historically constant companion. Dogs straddled the line between the
human and the animal. Their frequent appearance in Dutch interiors, landscapes, genre scenes,
and portraiture speaks to both their multifaceted symbolism and their prevalence in the homes,
streets, markets, and artists’ studios of the Dutch Republic.59 They can be found in the church
interiors of Emmanuel de Witte and Pieter Saenredam and even in depictions of significant
events such as Bartholomeus van Bassen’s The Great Assembly of 1651 (fig. 25). According to
Bowron, “particularly after mid-century, the dogs had become integral members of many Dutch
families, no longer the prized pets of the very wealthy but the companions of even the lower
classes and the poor.”60 Additionally, they had become “a commodity, with a trade in the animals
developing, in part bolstered by the increasingly wealthy bourgeoisie in the Netherlands and by
the demand for pure-bred dogs, which were still scarce.”61
The prevalence of dogs also meant that they, alongside many other domestic animals,
were frequently the subjects of medical experimentation, dissection, and vivisection (fig. 26). In
the wealthy and well-educated Dutch Republic, the Early Modern period was characterized by an
accumulation of new information that began to challenge the traditional symbolism used to
interpret the natural world. Vivisection, experimentation, and observational learning became
frequent events at universities, and at a time of high literacy rates in the Netherlands, scientific
and philosophical treatises were widely published and read. This was also the environment in
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which thinkers like the French-born philosopher René Descartes published their theories on the
workings of the universe, including the inner workings of the animal body and mind. Though
Descartes’s infamous beast-machine theory was widely rejected by both academics and laymen
in the Dutch Republic, it had gained considerable circulation by the late seventeenth century and
almost certainly informed artistic interpretations of animal bodies.62
In his earliest publication, the Discourse on the Method (published first in Leiden in 1637
and then in Amsterdam, 1656), Descartes offers his theory regarding the differences between
animals and men. While human and animal anatomy is in many ways the same, animals lack the
human non-physical soul. Consequently, their bodies were understood to respond to stimuli like
automatons without higher-level thinking.63 This view became known as the “beast-machine”
theory, and according to many interpretations, it suggests that animals are unfeeling machines.
Paradoxically, the beast-machine theory may have contributed to an increasingly sympathetic
portrayal of animals by artists. Moreover, a lingering symbolic worldview overlapped with new
mechanistic theories of the universe in which man and beast were perhaps not so different from
each other, often leading to an intensified emotionality and even anthropomorphization of the
animal in imagery. On the other hand, the goal of systematization and categorization which had
occupied natural historians since the medieval period evolved to utilize increasingly scientific
criteria and observed information on data such as anatomy and behavior. Foucault characterizes
Descartes’s ideas as the pivot between the Renaissance and Classical (seventeenth-century)
epistemes. Accordingly, “Cartesian mechanism, which subsequently proved an obstacle, was
used at first, the historians tell us, as a sort of instrument of transference, and led, rather in spite
62
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of itself, from mechanical rationality to the discovery of that other rationality which is that of the
living being.”64
The dogs in Hondius’s Dog Market are not incidental set-pieces and do not compose a
coherent allegorical or symbolic narrative. Thus, they must be considered as subjects and as
representations of living beings. Hondius has included nearly every type of dog (besides the
common street mongrel) which would have been available to the prospective Dutch or British
buyer in the late seventeenth century. The artist has taken care to describe the great number of
dogs so that they are relatively identifiable even by today’s standards: mastiffs, greyhounds, toy
spaniels, a maltese, and various hunting hounds litter the scene. Hondius has in effect created a
catalogue of breeds, displaying not only the variety of the canine species but also his own skill at
portraying the diverse types. For his contemporaries, these dogs would have been understood
primarily according to their function. In the same way that a blacksmith is recognized in art by
his robust physique and his hammer or anvil, the hunter by his costume and weapons, certain
physical attributes provide the key to recognizing these animals according to their occupations
(fig. 27). Hondius was drawing on methods of categorization and an understanding of animal
classification which were developed during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries,
and which would become increasingly divorced from their emblematic past in the following
century.
The English physician and naturalist John Caius followed up his correspondence with the
famed Swiss naturalist Conrad Gesner by publishing his De Canibus Britannicis in 1570, a book
now recognized as perhaps the earliest known treatise to focus exclusively on the cataloguing of
dog breeds. Translated from the Latin and republished in 1576 as Of Englishe Dogges: The
Diversities, the Names, the Natures, and the Properties, this dedicated work provides a helpful
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reference for recognizing the categorizations applied to dogs in the late sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Between five sections, Caius describes three overarching categories of dog, each with
numerous subtypes: the “gentle kind,” those used for hunting, the “homely kind,” which would
today be considered working dogs, and the “currish kind,” a catch-all category including lapdogs
and mongrels.65 Among the hunting dogs he identifies at least ten ‘breeds,’ providing each with a
Latin name and a description of their designated game, their methods of hunting, and their
general physical appearance. The water spaniels and setters, today commonly called “gun dogs,”
receive their own designated section due to their specialization for hunting fowl.66 Caius extends
a similar treatment to the lesser groups, if with less specificity. Ladies’ dogs, which he condemns
as “instruments of folly” despite noting a few of their practical uses, receive their own section
despite the implication that they are members of the “currish” kind, alongside such characters as
the “admonitor,” a mongrel dog which barks at everything but serves no purpose, the Turnspit,
and the dancing dogs employed by street performers.67
Caius’s treatment of the “homely” dogs, a group composed of herding dogs but also
mastiffs (the term generally applied to large guard dogs), makes clear the author’s admiration for
the dog who earns his supper through obedience, intelligence and courage. To the mastiffs he
devotes a detailed description of ferocity and strength as guardians, subdividing this group of
apparently common household dogs into some eight specializations, ranging from draught
animals carrying various types of burden to those used to subdue and manage cattle, and each
with their own unique Latin name as though a subspecies.68 The more practically inclined
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treatises on country-house and estate management from the seventeenth century, such as A.S.
Gent’s The husbandman, farmer and grasier’s compleat instructor, do not neglect the dog as an
important domestic animal with various uses. Gent describes dogs as “very sensible creatures,
and largely capable of instruction,” distinguishing their position as partners on the farm or the
hunt rather than the livestock discussed in the rest of his volume.69 The “currish kind” and
lapdogs described by Caius are omitted from Gent’s discussion. Rather, he describes the various
hounds and their prey, as well as the adaptable mastiff and the shepherd’s dog. Gent’s concerns
go beyond categorization, and he explores the correct methods of breeding, feeding, raising and
training dogs of various types, devoting special attention to the greyhound.70
As is clear from the extensive and often complex treatments of the animal by Ciaus and
Gent, naturalists and laypeople alike struggled to place dogs, who varied so greatly in shape and
function, into one simple category. The same issue becomes apparent in the natural history
encyclopedias of the day, which were themselves caught between the wealth of ancient folkloric
knowledge from the classical and medieval periods and the emerging scientific and anatomical
discoveries which would soon dominate taxonomy. The drive to record and organize the objects
and creatures of nature included an important visual dimension which generated a tradition of
encyclopedic illustrations. Whereas the illustrated medieval bestiaries were mostly uninterested
in visual accuracy, the appearance of an animal gained precedence from the Renaissance on, and
these images could have a reciprocal relationship with artists who were otherwise involved in
painting. Not only were artists employed to create images for encyclopedias, but they also were
likely to refer to such illustrations as accessible references for those seeking accuracy.
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Conrad Gesner, for whom John Caius wrote his treatise on English dogs, published one
of the earliest attempts at a comprehensive natural history of animals in five volumes, complete
with illustrations. Gesner’s approach to the subject is decidedly humanist and based heavily on
antique sources, but the illustrations— drawn variously from Gesner himself, artists he
employed, and copied from other artists— had “very little precedent in classical natural
history.”71 The dogs receive three illustrated pages in the first volume, Icones animalium
quadrupedum uiuiparorum et ouiparorum of 1551, on which seven pictures exemplify the
variations in size and appearance (fig. 28). John Caius might argue for a more comprehensive
representation (he names at least fifteen distinct types), but in a work devoted to the entirety of
the four-footed animal kingdom, it seems reasonable that Gesner might limit the number of pages
he devotes to one admittedly varied species. Although these dogs successfully convey visual
information about shape, size, musculature, and fur, the Gesner prints are certainly not
convincing as images of real animals. The style is reminiscent of the emblematic illustrations in
common circulation in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
Emblematic natural history, which subscribed to the “belief that every kind of thing in the
cosmos has myriad different meanings and that the knowledge consists of an attempt to
comprehend as many of these as possible,” is the underlying system for Gesner’s approach to the
animals.72 His Historia Animalium features entries divided into eight sections, the final (and
usually largest) of which is designated “associations,” including a list of symbolism, adages and
emblems involving the animal in question. The emblematic approach reaches its zenith with the
work of Joachim Camerarius, whose 1595 Symbolorum & emblematum ex animslibus
quadrupedibus disumtorum centuria altera serves as an encyclopedic record of animals in the
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emblem format. Each page features a citation of the classical, or in some cases contemporary,
sources for the behavior being described in the adages and images, which are presented with a
typically moralizing or otherwise allegorical significance (fig. 29). Camerarius’s approach is
even less concerned with the appearance of the animal, though there is a clear interest in the
interpretation of animal behavior.
To find a more accurate physical description of an animal at this time, one had to seek out
the hand-illustrated encyclopedias which were reserved for those wealthy scholars with the
means to commission them. The Album with Four-legged Friends, commissioned by the
Emperor Rudolf II around 1596, features detailed watercolor illustrations by the Flemish
physician and naturalist Anselmus de Boodt. At least five pages are devoted to the dog as a
species, featuring names in Dutch, Latin and French for each as part of de Boodt’s own
taxonomic system. Notably, de Boodt includes two illustrations labelled “Mollosus,” as well as a
shaggy-looking sheepdog he calls “Canis irlandicus,” so that his naming system’s organization
seems arbitrary to the modern reader (fig. 30). By comparison, the cat receives only one
illustration to cover that species’s physical variations. It ought to be noted that in descriptive
illustrations of the animals, the artist traditionally chooses a profile view, occasionally with the
body in profile and the head turned to the viewer. This standardized position allows for the most
visual information to be presented, and is frequently used outside of the encyclopedic context.
Compared to the images in Camerarius’s and Gesner’s volumes, these dogs have little to do with
the emblematic approach, though a contemporary viewer would likely have been expected to
recall symbolic and practical knowledge when looking at them.
By the beginning of the seventeenth century, when Italian naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi
began to publish his comprehensive encyclopedias of natural history, scholars had access to a
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wealth of information on animal symbolism. Aldrovandi was able to refer to Gesner as well as to
Piero Valeriano’s Hieroglyphica of 1556, Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia of 1593, and Giovanni
Battista della Porta’s De humana physiognomonia (1586) to fill his volumes with every available
symbolic association, allegorical or folkloric story an animal might have.73 Just half a century
later, the emblematic approach was ignored by scholars, who were now concerned with “the
ultimate goal of a natural system of classification.”74 The illustrations in the Historiae naturalis
de quadrupedibus libri, cum aeneis figuris, published in Amsterdam in 1657 by Polish scholar
John Jonston, appear to follow the conventions set in place since Caius: they are arranged into
three groups based on the standard categories of hunting dogs, ladies’ dogs and working dogs
(fig. 31). However on the subsequent pages Jonston provides several naturalistic images of dogs,
including a very convincing water spaniel, a hound in a nearly frontal seated position, and one
curious figure whose arched form is obscured by a mass of fur (fig. 32). Jonston has created a
visual catalogue of the many canine variations, following in the vein of de Boodt’s Album but
intended for printing and distribution.
The mid-seventeenth century marked a transition from the emblematic world view of the
Renaissance to the new natural philosophy of the Enlightenment, propelled by such thinkers as
René Descartes, whose Discourse on the Method was published in Amsterdam in 1637. The
influence of the emblem would not be entirely lost for at least another century, but Descartes’s
conception of the animal as a “beast-machine,” became a center-point for debate among
intellectuals and laypeople alike. Discussions about the animals’ capacity to feel and reason
became common “especially in Holland, where intellectual life was more developed than in the
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Southern provinces,” and where a “comparatively high level of education'' among many painters
makes it likely that they were aware of the animal debate.75 It seems natural, then, that in
response to these developments artists might take up the animal subject with a new appreciation
of form and classification, in some cases even exploring the animal psyche.
The artistic response emerged in several forms, often blurring the delineation between the
painting and print traditions. For some painters — including, perhaps, Hondius with his Dog
Market — the next step came in the form of painted catalogues of living animals, a progression
from the ‘spoils of the hunt’ pictures popularized by Flemish artists earlier in the century.
Hondius’s contemporary, Melchior d’Hondecoeter, gained his fame as a painter of birds, and in
particular for his pictures of arrays of exotic and domestic fowl interacting in park-like settings.
Jan Weenix, Hondecoeter’s younger cousin who has had works by Hondius attributed to him,
took on the more traditional subjects of hunting and game pictures.76 Hondecoeter’s own work is
consistent with many of the concerns of the illustrators for the natural history encyclopedias: the
animals are positioned in such a way as to display their identifying and most attractive features,
and in many cases the artist fits a great variety of birds into a single image (fig. 33). By depicting
living animals, Hondecoeter is also able to illustrate their behavior, another concern for natural
historians of both the emblematic and Enlightenment traditions.
Hondius’s concern with portraying all the canine subjects within the animal kingdom
coincides with more overtly scientific concerns with classification that appear at this time. Even
prior to his 1677 canvas, Hondius produced a series of prints that depicted a range of various
hunting or fighting scenes with different dogs and diverse types of large game (fig. 34). Viewed
together, these etchings provide an abbreviated catalogue of hunting dogs in action: a pair of
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sighthounds harass a fox, harriers take on a porcupine, mastiffs with viciously spiked collars
defend a sheep from a wolf. These dogs are behaving according to their types, hunting the game
they were bred and trained to catch or performing such important duties as guarding livestock.
Both their physical and behavioral identifiers are on display. Contrasting with these scenes of
action, Hondius’s limited setting in The Dog Market meant that he could only rely on the
appearance of the animal to convey its type— except perhaps for the tiny lap dogs, whose
designated place is in the arms of the woman. By choosing a market scene as the setting for his
tableau of dogs, Hondius may have intended to prove his virtuosity, accurately recreating each
breed on the canvas for the trained eye of a viewer knowledgeable about pictures and dogs, and
able to recognize and appreciate both.
The concern for accuracy in the depiction of animals that increased steadily through the
Renaissance and Early Modern periods is not only reflected in the creation of encyclopedic and
anatomical illustrations but also in the drawings made from life by painters. This is especially
significant in a period when artists did not paint en plein air but nonetheless understood the
importance of studying live (and often dead) animals before depicting them. Hondius’s sketches
of dogs, done in chalk or ink, are some of his most convincing and charming depictions; they
frequently seem to capture the complex movements of musculature and expression that are lost
in the translation to print or painting (fig. 35). A similar phenomenon can be observed in the
drawings of Cornelis Saftleven, one of Hondius’s teachers, whose sketches clearly depict specific
dogs observed naer het leven (from life) (fig. 36).
The urge to collect, catalogue, and display a range of exemplary types was also manifest
beyond the pictorial record and encyclopedic illustrations in the form of specimens in
kunstkammers and, in the case of live animals, menageries. On the one hand, the increasing
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knowledge of animal anatomy and physiology brought about a recognition of human kinship
with the non-human. It was realized that despite outward appearances animal and human bodies
were composed of the same basic parts. Even if animals were still considered beings without
reason (or at least with an inferior intellect), most people recognized an animal’s capacity for
emotion and feeling and felt some level of empathy toward them. On the other hand, the act of
categorization objectifies the animal body, albeit in a more subtle manner than the images of
dissected animals done for anatomical reference. Large numbers of preserved animal specimens,
alongside art, anthropological items, and archaeological artifacts, were kept in the cabinets of the
wealthy to serve as educational tools and entertaining curios. Collections themselves became the
subject of artistic reproduction beginning in early seventeenth-century Antwerp.
The new ‘pictures of collections’ genre appears in the first decade of the seventeenth
century but was popularized by David Teniers the Younger (fig. 37).77 This type of picture also
ought to be considered as a predecessor to Hondius’s collection of dogs. These complex gallery
or collection paintings, which sometimes documented existing collections but were most often
partly or completely fabricated, were “designed to parade the consummate skill of the Southern
Netherlands’ finest artists at a time when the market for works of art was growing and highly
competitive'' through the miniature reproductions of masters’ paintings. 78 The collection pictures
speak to the emphasis placed on discernment and connoisseurship by members of elite society,
but also served as effective demonstrations of an artist’s skill. In many cases these paintings were
the result of collaborations, by which they became a kind of networking project as well.
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Though there is no evidence to suggest that Hondius had a collaborator for his Dog
Market, his connection to the Flemish painters through Saftleven and de Bloot as well as his own
pursuit of the tradition shaped by Snyders suggests an awareness of the Flemish pictures of
collections. The Dog Market shares similarities with this specialized genre: the setting and
subject are largely imagined; the artist displays his prowess at depicting dogs of all types; and the
viewer can be expected to demonstrate his discernment by recognizing the function of each
animal as well as the implications of their behavior and other symbolic clues. Hondius has
signaled his intended audience through imagery which invokes status, humanist education, and
discernment. He most likely aimed to appeal to the bourgeois consumer, whose ambitions for
status and wealth led them not only to collect artworks but, from the late seventeenth century
onward, to keep and trade animals. Importantly, the informed individual would be able to
pinpoint and explain the types and functions of the dogs, who themselves could be symbols of
status.
The Dog Market makes a more direct reference to earlier pictures of groups of dogs, but
breaks with them in one important aspect: Hondius combined all of the major types of dogs in
the same picture. In Huntsman Feeding his Dogs (ca. 1652), by Hondius’s mentor Cornelis
Saftleven, and Dogs in an Interior (1649), by his close contemporary Paulus Potter, the canines
depicted belong to a cohesive group (fig. 38). Saftleven’s hounds are hunting dogs, while
Potter’s are diminutive lapdogs in an indoor setting. In The Dog Market, as well as another of
Hondius’s pictures entitled A boy feeding numerous dogs by a barn, a woman and child beyond
which bears significant compositional similarities to Saftleven’s piece, Hondius seems
purposefully to have mixed these groups (fig. 39). Alongside more practical considerations,
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contemporary interests in depicting comprehensive physical descriptions of animals and naturalia
may, have prompted Hondius to innovate on the subject.
Developments in natural history were particularly important for the early animal painters,
who increasingly relied on the knowledge of animal anatomy and complex systems of
symbolism recorded by natural historians to effectively craft both image and meaning. Due to the
ambiguity and continuing development in the fields of natural science and philosophy in the late
seventeenth century, early animal painters like Hondius began to engage with themes outside of
the traditional hunting pictures and game pieces, in some cases inventing the premise of their
images in order to compromise between competing (and cooperating) ideas. This flexibility also
enabled the artist to target multiple audiences. The Dog Market’s well-dressed aristocrats indicate
an elite subject, while comparisons between humans and anthropomorphized animal behavior are
easily recognized and entertaining for viewers of any class. The marketplace setting brings the
picture solidly into the realm of the rising upper-middle class, whose wealth was gained through
commerce and trade. Hondius’s appeal to this subset of the market corresponds with both the
characteristics of the art economy in the Dutch Republic during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries and with the artist’s efforts to succeed in England’s nascent art market.
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Chapter V: Commodified Image, Commodified Animal
Much has been made of the Dutch art market in the early seventeenth century which due
to a combination of economic, social and political factors was unique among the European states
of the period. Intense economic growth and competition among the cities of the Dutch Republic
characterized the political situation in the years during the establishment of the Twelve Years
Truce with Spain in 1609-1621, and until about 1660 the art market flourished alongside the
Republic’s dominance in international trade.79 Instead of the established system of artistic
patronage with the sponsorship of the Catholic Church and the aristocratic class carried out in
much of the rest of Europe, Dutch artists catered mainly to a market of middle- and upper-class
burghers whose newfound fortunes and aspirations inspired the widespread purchase of pictures
to decorate their homes. The Dutch painters are recognized in particular for their concern with
realism, as well as their relatively “high standard of artistic craftsmanship” and an “unusual
degree of specialization in subject matter on the part of the individual artist.”80 Among these
specializations were animal pictures, which were not limited to the game pieces and hunting
pictures generated by the Flemish tradition.
Animal pictures represented subjects that embodied Dutch pride in their commercial
acuity and economic success. Considering the significance and influence of the Dutch economic
system during the period of the Republic, it is not surprising that subjects related to commerce
and economic success became popular in the visual arts. Several genres served to express
national identity and pride. Marine painting addressed the global economy of trade and
colonialism in which the Dutch had become a powerful player.81 Landscapes and city scenes
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epitomized the domestic economy, which was based on the one hand at its port cities and on the
other in agriculture. Integral to the native landscape pictures were images of cattle, now called
veestuk, an area in which one of Hondius’s contemporaries, Aelbert Cuyp, gained recognition
(fig. 40).82 The production of dairy and meat products had become a pillar of Dutch national
pride, and by the 1650s pictures of cattle had become their own specialty.83
While images of dead game from the hunt could communicate abundance and in many
cases wealth or privilege, and beef appears frequently in paintings of butchers’ shops, the image
of the living cow had its own set of associations. Cows were valued as producers of important
commodities such as milk, cheese and manure; Dutch dairy products were well known
throughout western Europe even in the 16th century.84 Livestock often turned otherwise unfertile
land to profit, as cattle could be kept where crops were unlikely to grow.85 Johan Koppenol’s
investigation of animals in Dutch literature reveals that particularly among ordinary farmers,
who would have owned only a few animals at a time, there could be a certain level of
sentimentality consigned to the animal: “they named their animals and seem to have felt attached
to them [...] there is little doubt that the author of the play is making fun of the peasants’
sentimentality, but the image he sketches must have been rooted in reality.”86 With this level of
appreciation and even attachment to livestock, it is not surprising that the Dutch public might
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extend its affections to other domesticated animals, and particularly the dog whose intelligence
and faithfulness were so widely recognized.
In the case of the cow (as well as other domesticated animals), the Dutch artists created
commodities out of commodities. Their images of animals, whose existence was for the profit of
humans, were subsequently also sold and exchanged, entering the market much like their
subjects. In a world where “even humble abodes brimmed with pictures” and collectors bought
“objects, drawings, and prints primarily to amass knowledge about the world’s geography, its
flora and fauna,” animal pictures were certainly of decorative, scientific and commercial
interest.87 Consequently the animal body was doubly objectified and commodified, even when
sentimentality was at play. This complex commodification provides an important context for
understanding Hondius’s picture.
In appealing to an aspirational consumer, The Dog Market combines elements of the real
and the imaginary. Though Hondius’s painting is occasionally referred to as The Amsterdam Dog
Market, it is quite clearly not set in Amsterdam, or any contemporary Dutch city. The palatial
italianate architecture, statuary and walled gardens are common additions to Netherlandish
paintings in the seventeenth century that accord with established notions of taste and status
among wealthy patrons and buyers. Rather than locating the scene, the reference to Amsterdam
in The Dog Market’s title is more likely a straightforward acknowledgement of its author’s
nationality, and perhaps even to the time Hondius spent in Amsterdam before emigrating to
London. There is, however, also an important contextual aspect to the reference to Amsterdam.
Particularly after mid-century, Amsterdam’s population had exploded—from one hundred
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thousand in 1620 to two hundred thousand in 1660—and alongside its physical expansion via
construction projects the city had also seen a considerable expansion of its markets.88
Horticultural improvements had brought an abundance of produce to Amsterdam’s
markets, as well of those of other major Dutch cities (including Hondius’s native Rotterdam).
Images of markets and produce became symbols of national pride much like those of cattle. The
Dutch were internationally recognized for their success with and knowledge of horticulture, as is
indicated by their exportation of produce and dissemination of published material on farming and
botanical information.89 By the seventeenth century, market pictures, though drawing on
sixteenth-century types, increasingly expressed the lively, colorful atmosphere of the street
markets. In their emphasis on activities of exchange, these are truly images of commerce and
commodity, featuring both products and the act of purchase (fig. 41). Animals, too, were on sale
in Amsterdam and other cities at the beestenmarkt, though dogs were not documented to be
among the wares sold.90 It would not be unreasonable for Hondius’s English audience in the
subsequent decades to quickly associate a market scene with Amsterdam, the country’s major
port from which produce was regularly imported.91
When the animals in The Dog Market are recognized as objects for sale, the picture gains
a cohesiveness that it lacks when read only in terms of emblematic allusions or classification.
The human figures are clearly engaged in the activities of selling and buying. Puppies are
proffered by the dog-sellers, while the buyers display their powers of discernment to select the
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best specimens for their purposes. A row of collars in assorted sizes is arranged in the right
corner. Clearly for sale, they reinforce the tableau display of items for potential customers. As
Linda Stone-Ferrier points out in her study of Gabriel Metsu’s market paintings and their
precedents, market scenes “have been interpreted as having hidden, moralizing meanings based
on isolated elements within the larger pictorial contexts of the works.”92 However, she also notes
that “emblematic meaning [...] should be ascribed only when the symbolism of a particular
object or vegetable conforms with the tone or mood of the larger pictorial context.”93 Whether
isolated vignettes in The Dog Market have allegorical or anthropomorphic overtones, emblematic
associations are clearly subordinate to the central theme of commerce.
Several of the collars placed alongside the canine merchandise are hooked onto a stick
that lies on the kennel floor (fig. 1.1). This addition shows just how knowledgeable Hondius was
about such details as different collars and their purposes— an important detail for experts when
dogs are shown in some contexts. Though none of the dogs in The Dog Market wear a collar,
collars generally signal that a dog has an owner, and in many cases also indicate the dog’s
function. The two collars at left sport vicious-looking spikes and are sized for large dogs. The
second from the left best conforms to the recommendation of Conrad Heresbach, whose Four
Bookes of Husbandry were translated into English by 1577 and widely read abroad. Of
shepherds’ mastiffs, he writes, “to arme them against the wolfe, or other wilde beastes, you may
put broad collars about their neckes full of railes, and iron studdes, lining it with soft leather
within.”94 The chain-link version at the far left may be an upscale version. Spiked collars were
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reserved for those dogs expected to encounter and protect against wild animals, and are most
often seen on the large mastiffs (like the central character in The Dog Market) which served as
shepherds’ dogs, as household guardians, for managing and baiting large and/or dangerous
animals, and also as draught animals.95 Examples of both the leather and chain types can be seen
in Hondius’s Verschillende Dieren print series of ca. 1672 (fig. 34).
The collars which are still hooked on the stick are less intimidating and probably the
types worn by hunting hounds. In another of Hondius’s prints from Verschillende Dieren, a
spaniel wearing a collar embellished with decorative studs battles with a porcupine (fig. 34). It
seems that the third collar from the left has a similar appearance, with a wide band and
decorative studs. The remaining three are leather pieces of different sizes; the two at farthest
right appear to include attached leashes. Primarily a painter of hunting and baiting pictures,
Hondius would not be interested in depicting the fanciful collars made for ladies’ dogs. These
were often colorful and adorned with bells and ribbons, like those that appear in Paulus Potter’s
Dogs in an Interior (1649) and Cat Playing with Two Dogs (1652) (fig. 42). Perhaps because the
luxurious and tiny pet dogs only appear on the stage, kept separate from the hunting hounds and
working dogs that occupy the lower kennel, their ribbons and bells do not belong on the market
floor, where the accessories associated with hunting and training are shown with the larger dogs.
The depiction of the sale of live animals was certainly not unknown among painters, and
Hondius was not the first to place dogs in a market setting. Dogs are in fact commonplace
additions to scenes of commerce: Jan Baptiste Weenix frequently included them in his Italianate
port scenes (fig. 43). Gabriel Metsu’s The Vegetable Market at Amsterdam (ca. 1661-62) features
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a spaniel, who gazes at a rooster perched atop an open basket (fig. 44). These baskets were used
to transport small animals, particularly birds, but as is clear from Hondius’s picture they could
carry puppies as well (fig. 1.5). Hondius himself created The Pigeon Seller, in which the same
type of basket holds live pigeons (fig. 45). These images were more than likely based on the real
atmosphere and details of local markets, where live animals and butchered meat were sold (see
fig. 46). According to these pictures, however, the animals available for purchase were livestock
and poultry. The sale and trade of dogs seems to have remained a private affair, likely because
dogs of significant worth were only accessible to the wealthy. Besides The Dog Market, artworks
depicting “dog markets,” or the sale of dogs in a market, would not appear again until the
nineteenth century.
As in his Boy feeding numerous dogs, Hondius has populated The Dog Market with a
mixed crowd of canines, with individuals of all sorts represented. As was discussed in part IV,
the great variation in appearance among the dogs seems to indicate a near-encyclopedic attempt
at depicting every kind then known to the artist. Whether this picture had a patron is unclear;
Charles O’Brien speculates it “may have been a commissioned work by a dog breeder or a
purveyor of dogs and related articles such as collars and leads.”96 While this is certainly possible
given the picture’s emphasis on sale and collecting, there are alternative explanations for the
unprecedented subject. In 1677, when the picture was created, Hondius had already been in
London for at least six years, and had managed to procure a significant commission from Robert
Hooke, who was directing restoration efforts in London after the 1666 fire.97 In the
rapidly-developing London art market, Hondius may have created The Dog Market in an effort to
market his talents as a painter of dogs.
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Post-Restoration Britain experienced a sudden demand for artworks which had to be
fulfilled by foreign artists. For about a century, the pictorial arts had not flourished in England. In
this period the Anglican church rejected religious paintings. Meanwhile portraitists, who were
mostly foreigners, managed to survive due to their court patronage, but lost this source of income
with the civil wars of the 1640s and 1650s.98 Around 1660, just as the English had gained the
position and means to begin purchasing artworks again, the Dutch art market was beginning to
decline. Consequently, by the 1670s a great number of artists (including Hondius) made their
way to England to take advantage of this new opportunity. While in the 1660s and 1670s the
Dutch migrant artists primarily relied on private patronage and studio sales, a market closely
resembling that in Holland quickly developed, and by the late 1670s and 1680s artworks were
being sold at auctions and produced in large numbers for relatively cheap prices.99 At this time
Hondius came to be among the most prolific painters whose works appeared at auction, sharing
the market space with a group of artists whose skills and specializations varied widely.100
Particularly after his move to London, many of Hondius’s pictures become repetitive in
both their subject matter and composition. His fowling scenes, especially those depicting just one
or a few dogs and a startled bird, become practically formulaic (fig. 47). This type of output
characterizes an artist who is producing a large volume of works in an effort to make a profit on
the open market, and probably employing apprentices to speed the production process. The
ability to procure commissions, or preferably regular patrons, could provide an artist and his
studio with a steadier and more comfortable income. Given this situation, even if Hondius had
Sander Karst, “Off to a new Cockaigne: Dutch migrant artists in London, 1660-1715,”
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found success selling his paintings at auction or out of the studio, he would also have wanted to
market his skills to wealthier potential patrons. In an effort to advertise his virtuosity as a painter
of dogs, Hondius created The Dog Market to showcase himself as a specialist and as a suitable
source of pictures for the decoration of interiors.
Hondius’s invented setting in The Dog Market allowed him to demonstrate his ability to
depict Italianate architecture as wells as providing an artful context for his canine and human
figures. Within this picture the artist has taken pains to include every conceivable type of dog
and to depict each with great exactitude, as if anticipating the possibility that a patron might
desire their pet or hunting companion to be shown accurately. The dogs’ poses illustrate the
artist’s knowledge of canine anatomy; they represent a compilation of his most successful canine
images of dogs, images that could be repeated as needed in new compositions. Meanwhile, the
mercantile theme also allows for the inclusion of a variety of human characters; persons of
nearly every age, both men and women, and even different races are shown. Those in the act of
surveying and purchasing dogs are indicated to be of status by their stance and mode of dress.
Because these dogs are for sale (and thus ownerless), Hondius makes sure to include several
types of collars in the display, another motif for knowledgable viewers to appreciate as a
demonstration of his ability.
As is clear from George Vertue’s records, at some point after its creation, The Dog
Market was acquired by a private collector and subsequently sold in May 1726 as part of an
auction run by a “Mr. Halstead”.101 There is no record of the picture prior to 1726, and it is
impossible to account for its whereabouts in the nearly 50-year period between its creation and
the auction. Hondius died and was buried in London in 1691, so it is within the realm of
possibility that the work was kept by the artist as a studio piece to be used by apprentices as a
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model and viewed by potential patrons as a comprehensive example of his work.102 Even if the
painting was immediately sold at an auction or commissioned by a “purveyor of dogs,” it would
have functioned as a useful promotional tool.103 Clearly, the value of the painting was recognized
when it was seen by a wider public: Vertue calls it “the celebrated Dog Market [...] this picture
being much noted and esteemd as his master piece,” describes the canine figures as “extreamly
natural,” and says the picture “shows his skill in Humane figures.”104 Though these comments
were made after Hondius’s death, it would appear that the artist had successfully promoted his
abilities with this catalogue of his skill, especially as a painter of dogs.
Whether The Dog Market was a commissioned work or an independent effort by Hondius
is unknown. What is clear is that the picture is rooted firmly in a context of economy and
commodity, not only featuring commerce as its theme but also a product of a competitive market
which it was destined to eventually enter. Certainly, the subject is an unusual one, the result of
Hondius’s drawing on a long-standing pictorial tradition for depicting animals and signaling
status, but it is also an expression of the contemporary concerns of the artist and the world of its
viewers. The commercial context seems to have catalyzed the artist’s combination of figures and
setting, generating an image which broke with earlier depictions of dogs which were delineated
by type and function. Within the context of a commercial catalogue, every type of dog available
could be included, alongside human figures which, though not Hondius’s specialty, might also be
requested by his patrons.
The Dog Market is so unusual, so uniquely positioned among other animal paintings of
the seventeenth century, that its subject has no direct precedent. Moreover, the painting combines
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the iconographies of status, morality, classification and commerce in ways that are both complex
and revealing. It must be dealt with as a demonstration of the intricate and often paradoxical
modes of knowledge by which the minds of seventeenth-century viewers operated and
understood the world. The ability to hold such paradoxes in mind is perhaps not as immediately
accessible to a modern viewer, but the complexity of the animal subject has not diminished in the
centuries since Hondius. The artist dealt with an unease surrounding the recognition of the
animal subject as anthropomorphic, as biologically specific, and as iconographic of commerce
and status. Anomalous among the animal paintings of its time, The Dog Market begs to be
deconstructed, even if this effect was not part of Hondius’s original intent. This picture is yet to
see a direct successor to its subject, though later painters continued to investigate and utilize the
mutable, multivalent nature of the animal image.
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Epilogue: The Market for Dog Pictures
While a number of Dutch artists emigrated to London in the 1660s and 70s after
struggling in the domestic art market, it seems that money was not Hondius’s only concern when
he decided to leave Rotterdam around 1670. He appeared to be earning a comfortable living
when he signed a contract for a rental property in 1665, and he produced at least 22 paintings in
the 1665-1666 year.105 In 1666, Hondius visited Amsterdam to sign over power of attorney to his
wife so that she could handle her parents’ estate, and within the next few years he had taken
“another man’s wife with him to England, where they lived like husband and wife,” leaving
behind his first wife and daughter.106 Sometime during his two-decade stay in London Hondius
married another woman, known as Sarah, who was named in his will and was the mother of his
son Abraham, who also trained as a painter. 107 While his move to England may have been
partially motivated by savvy financial strategy, he was not one of the struggling young artists
whom “necessity forced” to enter into contracts with the predatory art dealers described by
Weyerman.108 In fact, Hondius may have recognized England as an especially attractive
candidate for relocation due to the tolerant policies of Charles II, who was known for his
Catholic sympathies— Hondius was likely Catholic.109
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Hondius appears to have narrowly avoided the Rampjaar of 1672, after which the Dutch
economy had destabilized to the point that the art market would never fully recover. The locus of
economic power in Europe had been shifting away from the Netherlands toward England since
the 1660s. It is around this time too that the momentum of artistic development seems to dwindle
in Holland and spark in England, driven in part by the migration of many Dutch artists even
before the formal invitation of Charles II in 1672 was extended to all residents of the Republic.110
The available evidence suggests that Hondius achieved modest success in London, where he
received a significant commission in 1674 from famed scientist and architect Robert Hooke on
behalf of the city’s rebuilding efforts after the Great Fire of 1666.111 He completed the
commission of several hangings and chimney pieces for the Royal College of Physicians and the
Guildhall of the Royal society by 1679, and appears (alongside his wife) 25 times in Hooke’s
diaries, apparently due to an ongoing disagreement about the price of the paintings.112 When an
auction boom occurred in England in the late 1680s and early 1690s, Hondius was nearing the
end of his life, yet some 285 of his works were on sale in London between 1689-1692, making
him one of the most prolific Dutch artists whose work was in circulation at the auctions.113
Clearly, there was some level of interest in animal (or at least canine) subjects among the
English, and it is from England and France that many of the most famous animal painters of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries emerge. In his text on Dog Painting, 1840-1940: A Social
History of the Dog in Art, William Secord focuses his attention on the canine subject which
became especially popular in England and the U.S. in the nineteenth century. Secord
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acknowledges the Flemish and especially the Dutch animal painters as “the first seriously to
consider the possibility that the dog was of interest in its own right and, although later artists
continued to disagree with this notion, they in effect made the animal art of eighteenth and
nineteenth century England possible.”114
Chronologically, the generation of animal painters immediately following the Dutch and
Flemish artists of the late seventeenth century were in France. There the hunt, and by extension
the dog, gained critical importance in the art of the eighteenth century. The painting tradition
established there by the likes of Desportes and Oudry was “almost entirely based on court life,
and with its disintegration went the French tradition of animal art.”115 In the nineteenth century,
the French animal artists joined the English in looking to “the art of the Low Countries, and to
dogs realistically depicted in the context of everyday life.”116 It is from the French that the
modern term animelier originates, referring at first to a subset of sculptors whose realistic animal
figures became particularly popular in Europe and England.
Thus, the true successors to the likes of Hondius were the English painters, including
George Stubbs and Thomas Gainsborough. These artists were at the same time interested in both
anatomical specificity and the capturing of personality and pathos, and their efforts culminated in
what can be considered true animal portraiture. As Rosenblum describes:
throughout the eighteenth century, dogs mirrored a seesawing
balance between the demands of reason and artifice and the urge to
explore a subhuman world that belonged not only to their own
feral origins in savage communities of wolves but to their masters
themselves, who, more and more, would respond to the pull of
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natural forces, [...] or surging emotions that would break the
restraints of civilized decorum.117
While many of the emblematic associations which were once attached to animal imagery
are no longer present in the mind of the average viewer, animal painting as a whole has not
transitioned completely into a study of anatomy and physiology as might have been expected
from the developments of the Enlightenment. While specificity remains vital— especially in the
case of pictures of dogs, whose value is frequently attached to their breed and pedigree— animal
painting in the modern period has become intensely anthropomorphic and allegorical in new and
inventive ways.
As has been made clear in this thesis, The Dog Market remains unusual in its subject
matter. However a few pictures from the nineteenth century revisit the commercial theme. Joseph
Edouard Stevens’s At the Dog Walk, Paris, and Richard Ansdell’s Buy a Dog, Ma’am? both
approach the marketplace theme with a greater concern for both realism and pathos. These are
far more convincing portrayals of animal commodification, and likely reflect some interest in the
animals’ condition and welfare. Stevens’s picture, in particular, begs comparison to The Dog
Market; there is an abbreviated tableau of the major breeds, including a greyhound, toy spaniel,
mastiff, and various hunting hounds; the large mastiff-type dog occupies the principle position
while a mother and her pups draw attention to the lower right; a young boy holds a toy spaniel
(fig. 48). The excitement and activity of Hondius’s picture is absent here, and the dogs for sale
are leashed and shivering in the cold. Ansdell’s composition draws other comparisons: columns
among which the figures are situated recall Hondius’s classical architecture; the well-dressed
woman to whom the title refers looks toward the beckoning dog-seller; the two lapdogs, each
adorned with a colored ribbon, are kept off the dusty market floor (fig. 49). Once more the scene
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has forfeited grandeur for poignancy, and here the proximity of the principle figures generates a
sense of intimacy and empathy with the chilly animals.
To find a closer successor to The Dog Market, we must instead look to a
nineteenth-century American artist, William H. Beard, and his The Dog Congress (Candidates
for Bench Show) of c. 1876 (fig. 50). This picture brings together practically every dog breed (by
this time a well-established concept) as a metaphor for the U.S. congressional election, their
diversity “mirroring, as it were, the endless diversity of American voters at the polls.” 118 The
stately architecture of the grand room, the distribution of a majority of dogs on the congressional
floor with a select few seated on a curtained stage, and the vignettes formed by the interactions
between individual figures— including the eye contact established between a central
Newfoundalnd and the viewer— all recall Hondius’s precedent. As a result of the elimination of
the human figure which interrupts the anthropomorphization in The Dog Market, the allegorical
content is far more explicit and entertaining. Though its imagery does not explicitly refer to
commodification, The Dog Congress was painted in grisaille in the interest of a clean transition
to its reproduction in print.119 The humor of this picture has made the densely populated
composition first used by Hondius into something easily understood by modern viewers.
In many respects The Dog Market brings together themes which would continue to
appear in animal painting through the twenty-first century: a symbolic repertoire which tied
animals closely to ideas of status, a tendency to anthropomorphize and find metaphor in animal
behavior, a drive to specify and classify the animal body, and an acknowledgement of the
inherent commodification of both the image and the animal. The recognition of the ‘human’ in
the non-human, whether through a symbolic worldview, a projection of thought and emotion, or
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the understanding of similarities in biology, is a common thread through the Early Modern
period and its preceding and succeeding eras. Any address of the animal in art, literature, or
science is inherently anthropocentric, as it is impossible to remove the human from the process
of interpretation. What, then, is the value of tracing the perception of the animal in a picture like
Hondius’s?
It is worth revisiting Foucault, whose The Order of Things provides a theoretical
framework for understanding the structure of thought in an era that is not our own. Comments
made later in his career indicate that Foucault reevaluated his concept of the episteme to allow
for the more heterogeneous ideas of the “apparatus” and “discipline.”120 In truth, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to argue for the exclusive presence of one episteme at any one time when looking
at animal imagery and the understanding of the animal. Where Descartes is certainly among the
most influential modern philosophers, the response to his writings on the animal indicate a
discomfort among most people. Yet many were able to compromise or compartmentalize these
notions when confronted with the necessity of animal experimentation or commodification.
Parallels can be drawn here to more insidious tendencies in the European interaction with foreign
peoples, who in many cases were treated in the same manner as animals— human and yet other,
their treatment rationalized at various times by ideas of different biology or classificatory
notions. An expectation and appreciation of complexity and nuance must be brought to the
discussion of animal imagery in any period, but particularly in Early Modern Europe, from
which so many developments in art and thought continue to hold weight in the modern and
postmodern periods.
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Figures

Figure 1. Abraham Hondius (Dutch, c. 1631-1691), The Dog Market, ca. 1677, oil on canvas.
New York, American Kennel Club Museum of the Dog.

Figure 1.1. Detail of The Dog Market: collars.
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Figure 1.2. Detail of The Dog Market: family of mastiffs.

Figure 1.3. Detail of The Dog Market: man selecting male greyhound for his female.
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Figure 1.4. Detail of The Dog Market: dog-seller offers a puppy to the aristocratic lady with her
black servant.

Figure 1.5. Detail of The Dog Market: child kneeling beside a cage with puppies.
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Figure 2. Abraham Hondius, Study for the Dog Market, ca. 1677, oil on canvas. New York,
American Kennel Club Museum of the Dog.
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Figure 3. Abraham Hondius, A Hunting Party by a Roman Ruin, 1660, oil on panel. Private
collection, image © Dorotheum (Vienna), https://www.dorotheum.com/en/l/1095364/.
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Figure 4. Jacopo Bassano (Italian, c. 1510-1592), Two Hunting Dogs, c. 1548-1550, oil on
canvas. Paris, Museé du Louvre. Probably the first painted “animal portrait” in Western art, this
picture depicts two of the artist’s own pointers. Bassano’s habit of placing small canine vignettes
in his allegorical paintings may have prompted Antonio Zantani to commission this work.
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Figure 5. Frans Snyders (Flemish, 1579-1657), Boar hunt, c. 1625-1630, oil on canvas. Boston,
Museum of Fine Arts.
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Figure 6. Abraham Hondius, Sportsman offered refreshment outside an inn while his dogs rest
after the hunt, 1651, oil on panel. Image © Sotheby’s (New York),
https://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2016/master-paintings-evening-sale-n09460/lo
t.49.html.
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Figure 7. Cornelis Saftleven (Dutch, c. 1607-1681), Who Sues for a Cow, 1629, oil on panel.
Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen.
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Figure 8. Abraham Hondius, The Adoration of the Shepherds, 1663, oil on panel. Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 9. Adriaen Beeldemaker (Dutch, c. 1618-1709), The Hunter, 1653, oil on canvas; Ludolf
de Jongh (Dutch, 1616-1679), The Fox Hunt, c. 1650-1679, oil on canvas. Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 10. Pieter van Laer (Dutch, c. 1599-1641), A hunter with his hounds, from the series
Various Animals, 1636, etching. Warburg Institute, University of London; Horse and Dog, from
the series Various Horses, c. 1639, etching. Wellington, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa.
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Figure 11. Abraham Hondius, Rest on the Hunt, 1665, oil on canvas. Worcester Art Museum.
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Figure 12. Abraham Hondius, Two studies of a spaniel, c. 1682, black chalk on paper. London,
British Museum.
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Figure 13. Abraham Hondius, Honden grijpen een reiger, after c. 1660, oil on canvas. Private
collection, image © Sotheby’s (Milan),
https://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2006/old-master-paintings-mi0266/lot.116.ht
ml.
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Figure 14. Abraham Hondius, The Monkey and the Cat, probably 1670s, oil on canvas.
Cleveland Museum of Art; Lion and snake fighting, from the series Verchillende Dieren, 1672,
etching. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 15. Marcus Gheeraerts, Fabel van de geit en de jonge wolf, from De warachtighe fabulen
der dieren, 1567, etching. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 16. Frans Mieris the Elder (Dutch, 1635-1681), Brothel Scene, c. 1658-59, oil on panel.
The Hague, Mauritshuis.
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Figure 17. Pieter de Hooch (Dutch, 1629-1684), Woman with Children in an Interior, c.
1658-1660, oil on canvas. San Francisco, Fine Arts Museums.
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Figure 18. Bartholomeus van der Helst (Dutch, 1613-1670), The Presentation of the New Bride,
1647, oil on canvas. St. Petersburg, The State Hermitage Museum.
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Figure 19. The parable of King Lycurgus. Otto van Veen (Flemish, 1556-1629), Quinti Horatii
Flacci Emblemata, 2nd ed. (Antwerp 1612), engraving. Universiteteits-Bibliotheek Amsterdam.
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Figure 20. Anonymous after Adriaen van de Venne (Dutch, 1589-1662), Maeghde Wapen
(Maiden’s Arms), in Jacob Cats, Houwelick (Haarlem, 1642), engraving. New York Public
Library Digital Collections.
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Figure 21. Paulus Potter (Dutch, 1625-1654), Punishment of a Hunter, c. 1647, oil on panel. St.
Petersburg, The State Hermitage Museum.
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Figure 22. Cornelis Saftleven, A Concert of Cats, Owls, a Magpie and a Monkey in a Barn, oil
on canvas. Image © Sotheby’s (New York),
http://www.sothebys.com/fr/auctions/ecatalogue/2011/important-old-master-paintings-sculpturen08712/lot.169.html.
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Figure 23. Cornelis Saftleven, A Witches’ Sabbath , c. 1650, oil on panel. Art Institute Chicago;
The Temptation of Saint Anthony, oil on panel. Image © Christie’s,
https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-cornelis-saftleven-gorinchem-1607-1681-rotterdam-the-temptat
ion-6034236/.
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Figure 24. Gerard (Gerrit) Dou (Dutch, 1613-1675), The Herring Seller, c. 1670-1675, oil on
panel. St. Petersburg, The State Hermitage Museum.
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Figure 25. Pieter Saenredam (Dutch, 1597-1665), Interior of the Buurkerk at Utrecht, 1644, oil
on panel. London, The National Gallery; next page, Bartholomeus van Bassen (Dutch,
1590-1652), The Great Assembly of 1651, c. 1651, oil on panel. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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101

Figure 26. Illustrated experiment on the pancreas of a dog, in Regnier de Graaf, De Succo
Pancreatio (Leiden 1664), engraving. Image © The Wellcome Collection (London),
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/jjsd4pe6.
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Figure 27. The Coppersmith and The Hunter, from Jan Luyken (Dutch, 1649-1712), The Book of
Trades (Amsterdam, 1694). Images © janluyken.com.
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Figure 28. Pages 25, 26 and 27 in Conrad Gessner (Swiss, 1516-1565), Icones animalium
quadrupedum uiuiparorum et ouiparorum, 2nd ed. (Zurich, 1560), engravings. Smithsonian
Libraries online, https://library.si.edu/digital-library/book/iconesanimaliumq00gess.
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Figure 29. Page 120 in Joachim Camerarius, Symbolorum & emblematum ex animslibus
quadrupedibus disumtorum centuria altera, vol. 2 (Nuremburg 1595), engraving. Biodiversity
Heritage Library online,
https://books.google.com/books?id=7qVyThGhwsMC&lpg=PA120&dq=camerarius%20libertas
%20non%20libera&pg=PR60#v=onepage&q&f=false.
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Figure 30. Molossus Canis, Molossus, and Canis Irlandicus, in Anselmus de Boodt (Flemish,
1550-1632), Album with Four-legged Friends, c. 1596-1610, watercolor. Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 31. Matthaeus Merian (Swiss, 1593-1650), table LXIX in John Jonston, Historiae
naturalis de quadrupedibus libri, cum aeneis figuris (Amsterdam 1657), engraving. Biodiversity
Heritage Library online, https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/127170#page/279/mode/1up.
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Figure 32. Matthaeus Merian, tables LXX and LXXI in John Jonston, Historiae naturalis de
quadrupedibus libri, cum aeneis figuris (Amsterdam 1657), engraving. Biodiversity Heritage
Library online, https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/127170#page/279/mode/1up.
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Figure 33. Melchior d’Hondecoeter (Dutch, 1636-1685), Peacocks, 1683, oil on canvas. New
York, Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Figure 34. Abraham Hondius, Verschillende dieren series, c. 1672, etchings. Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam; upper left, Wolf aangevallen door honden; upper right, Vos en drive honden; lower
left, Stekelvarken door honden aangevallen; lower right, Beer aangevallen door honden.
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Figure 35. Abraham Hondius, Mastiff, black chalk on paper. London, British Museum.
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Figure 36. Cornelis Saftleven, Head of a Hound, black chalk and colored washes on paper.
National Galleries Scotland; Dog, black chalk and grey wash on paper. New York, Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
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Figure 37. David Teniers the Younger (Flemish, 1610-1690), Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in his
Gallery in Brussels, 1640, oil on canvas. Schleissheim, Straatsgalerie.
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Figure 38. Left, Cornelis Saftleven, Huntsman Feeding his Dogs, ca. 1652, oil on panel. Private
collection, Web Gallery of Art, http://www.wga.hu/html/s/saftleve/cornelis/huntsman.html; right,
Paulus Potter, Dogs in an Interior, 1649, oil on canvas. Private collection, image from Edgar
Peters Bowron, Carolyn Rose Rebbert, Robert Rosenblum and William Secord, Best in Show:
The Dog in Art from the Renaissance to Today (New Haven and London: Yale University Press,
2006), 31.
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Figure 39. Abraham Hondius, A boy feeding numerous dogs by a barn, a woman and a child
beyond, oil on canvas. Mutual Art,
https://www.mutualart.com/Artwork/A-boy-feeding-numerous-dogs-by-a-barn--a/46936391EE1
6F298.
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Figure 40. Aelbert Cuyp (Dutch, 1620-1691), River Landscape with Cows, c. 1645-1650, oil on
panel. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 41. Hendrik Sorgh (Dutch, 1610-1670), The Vegetable Market, 1662, oil on panel.
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 42. Paulus Potter, Cat Playing with Two Dogs, 1252, oil on canvas. Philadelphia Museum
of Art.
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Figure 43. Jan Baptiste Weenix (Dutch, 1621-1660), An Italian Port Scene, ca. 1650s, oil on
canvas. Southampton City Art Gallery.
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Figure 44. Gabriel Metsu (Dutch, 1629-1667), The Vegetable Market at Amsterdam, c. 1661-62,
oil on canvas. Paris, Museé du Louvre.
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Figure 45. Abraham Hondius, The Pigeon Seller, c. 1666, oil on panel. Paris, Museé du Louvre.
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Figure 46. Detail from Willem Breebaart, Keur over de Magere Beestenmarkt te Hoorn, 1761,
woodblock and letterpress print. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum.
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Figure 47. Abraham Hondius, Dogs chase a goose from its nest, 1670, oil on canvas; Dogs chase
a swan from its nest, 1670, oil on canvas. Schwerin, Staatliches Museum.
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Figure 48. Joseph Edouard Stevens (Belgian, 1916-1892), At the Dog Walk, Paris, c. 1861, oil on
canvas. Brussels, Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten van België.
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Figure 49. Richard Ansdell (English, 1815-1885), Buy a Dog, Ma’am?, 1860, oil on canvas.
London, Collection of the Kennel Club.
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Figure 50. William H. Beard (American, 1824-1900), The Dog Congress (Candidates for Bench
Show), c. 1876, oil on canvas. Hartford, Connecticut, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art.

